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Abstract
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communications has been widely acknowledged as an attractive
strategy for the rapidly growing data rate requirements of cellular user equipments (UEs),
due to the vast amounts of available frequencies at the mmWave band. However, the unique
propagation characteristics of mmWave, including 1) high path loss, 2) extreme sensitivity
to blockage, and 3) rapid channel fluctuations, bring serious challenges to the deployment of
mmWave cellular networks. Against this background, this thesis focuses on the analysis and
design of mmWave cellular networks.
In Chapter 1, the motivation of the studies presented in this thesis is described. Moreover,
a literature review of several key research topics is presented, including mmWave channel
models, mmWave-enabled heterogeneous networks (HetNets), mmWave precoding, mmWavebased non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), and mmWave prototypes. Furthermore, an
overview of this thesis is provided.
In Chapter 2, a two-tier mmWave cellular HetNet is considered. As pointed out by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), a major issue in the HetNet is that high-power BSs
are often heavily loaded, while low-power BSs are always lightly loaded and therefore not
fully exploited. This load disparity inevitably leads to suboptimal resource allocation across
the network, where a large number of UEs may be associated with one high-power BS but
experience poor date rates. To increase the load of low-power BSs and strike a load balance
between high-power BSs and low-power BSs, an association bias factor needs to be added
to increase the possibility that UEs are associated with low-power BSs. In this chapter, we
conduct novel analysis to assess the impact of the bias factor on the rate coverage performance
of the considered network. In order to obtain tractable analytical results on the rate coverage
probability, we model the considered network using a stochastic geometry based approach. We
first analyze the loads of high-power BSs and low-power BSs, based on which we derive a new
expression for the rate coverage probability of the network. Through numerical results, we
demonstrate the correctness of our analysis. In addition, we thoroughly examine the impact
of load balancing and various network parameters on the rate coverage probability in various
scenarios, offering valuable guidelines on the design of practical mmWave HetNets.
In Chapter 3, a relay assisted mmWave cellular network is considered. In this network,
the BS adopts either the direct mode to transmit to the destination UE, or the relay mode if
the direct mode fails, where the BS transmits to the relay and then the relay transmits to the
destination UE. To address the drastic rotational movements of destination UEs in practice,
we propose to adopt selection combining at destination UEs. Similar to Chapter 2, in order
vii
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to obtain tractable analytical results on the system-level coverage probability, we model the
system using a stochastic geometry based approach. New expression is derived for the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) coverage probability of the network. Using numerical
results, we first demonstrate the accuracy of our new expression. Then we show that ignoring
spatial correlation, which has been commonly adopted in the literature, leads to severe overestimation of the SINR coverage probability. Furthermore, we show that introducing relays into
a mmWave cellular network vastly improves the coverage performance. In addition, we show
that the optimal BS density maximizing the SINR coverage probability can be determined by
using our analysis.
In Chapter 4, a summary of the conclusions drawn from this thesis is presented. Moreover, a number of future research directions are identified, including integrated mmWave/sub-6
GHz cellular networks, the mobility support in mmWave cellular networks, ultra-low latency
mmWave cellular networks, and the transport layer design of mmWave cellular networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The rapidly growing demand for mobile data brings unprecedented challenges for cellular operators [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. According to reports from Cisco, monthly global mobile
data traffic will reach 77 exabytes by 2022 [11]. As widely acknowledged within the telecommunications community, the most effective and promising solution to satisfying the growing
demand for mobile data is to improve spectral efficiency. Against this background, advanced
technologies have been adopted in cellular networks for spectral efficiency improvement, such
as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) [4]. Apart from improving spectral efficiency, another solution to addressing the
growing demand for mobile data is to exploit the rich spectrum resources at higher frequencies. Thus, the millimeter wave (mmWave) band has recently attracted numerous attention,
since there is an abundance of bandwidth available in mmWave frequencies. According to the
definition from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the mmWave band refers to
frequencies from 30 GHz to 300 GHz. Moreover, in both academia and industry, neighboring
frequencies such as 28 GHz are also referred to as the mmWave band.
It is noted that in earlier generations of cellular networks, cellular operators rejected to use
the mmWave band, due to two major reasons. First, some necessary components in mmWave
cellular networks were either extremely expensive or unavailable since the semiconductor industry did not have the technical capability to produce the components. Second, earlier generations of cellular networks adopt high-power base stations (BSs) that cover wide areas on the
order of a few kilometers. MmWave is practically not feasible to cover such wide areas [8].
However, the past decade has witnessed great advancements in the cellular industry. First, the
semiconductor industry has made great progress to produce devices that can be used at the
mmWave band. This implies that the necessary components of mmWave cellular networks are
now available at reasonable prices. Second, the concept of small cells has been widely adopted
by cellular operators and a large number of low-power BSs have been installed worldwide.
As a result, the two problems that prevented cellular operators from using the mmWave band
1
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in earlier generations have been resolved and mmWave BSs are being widely adopted by cellular operators in the 5G era. Specifically, cellular operators in the U.S. have deployed their
5G commercial mmWave cellular networks and cellular operators in a number of other countries are preparing to deploy their commercial mmWave cellular networks in the near future.
The deployment progress of commercial mmWave cellular networks is thoroughly described
in Chapter 1.2.5.2.
As aforementioned, mmWave has been acknowledged as an attractive solution for the
rapidly growing data rate requirements of cellular user equipments (UEs), due to the vast
amounts of available frequencies at the mmWave band [1, 2, 3, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. However, the unique propagation characteristics of mmWave bring serious
challenges to the analysis and design of mmWave cellular networks. These unique propagation
characteristics of mmWave are summarized as follows:
• High path loss: As described in the Friis’ law, the far-field received power in wireless
communications is given by

Pr = Pt Gt Gr

λ
4πd

2
,

(1.1)

where Pr and Pt are the received power and the transmit power, respectively, Gt and Gr
are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, respectively, λ is the wavelength, and
d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Due to that mmWave communications has small wavelengths, it suffers severe path loss. To compensate for the
severe path loss, large antenna arrays with high gains are adopted in mmWave cellular networks [1, 2, 3]. The adoption of large antenna arrays has significantly changed
the precoding architecture of cellular networks, which is thoroughly analyzed in Chapter 1.2.3.
• Extreme sensitivity to blockage: MmWave communications has extremely high penetration loss, as shown in Table 1.1. The high penetration loss makes mmWave communications extremely sensitive to blockage, bringing serious challenges to the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) coverage performance of mmWave cellular networks. Various approaches have been proposed to resolve the blockage problem. For
example, the multi-access-point scheme was proposed in [13], where the multi-accesspoint diversity was explored.
• Rapid channel fluctuations: A wide gulf of properties between line-of-sight (LoS) and
non-line-of-sight (NLoS) channels has been observed in mmWave measurement results [9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24]. Thus, mmWave is extremely sensitive to
small variations in the communication environment. For example, altering the position

3
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Table 1.1: Outdoor and indoor penetration loss at 28 GHz [9]

Environment
Outdoor
Indoor

Material
Tinted glass
Clear glass
Tinted glass
Wall

Thickness (cm)
3.8
<1.3
<1.3
38.1

Penetration loss (dB)
40.1
3.9
24.5
6.8

of the transceiver by 1 cm can reduce the received signal strength by as much as 46.7
dB [22]. Moreover, the dynamic degree of fading reaches 35 dB when a person moves
between fixed transceivers [23]. Due to that the received signal strength can be highly
fluctuating in mmWave cellular networks, mobility support is more difficult in mmWave
cellular networks than sub-6 GHz cellular networks, which is thoroughly discussed in
Chapter 1.2.2.
It is noted that another challenge in the analysis and design of mmWave cellular networks
is to model the location of BSs. The conventional approach to modeling the location of BSs
is to place BSs on a grid deterministically, such as the traditional hexagonal grid model. This
approach has two disadvantages. First, it is highly idealized since in real cellular networks, the
location of BSs does not exactly follow a grid. Second, it does not lead to tractable analytical
results on system-level performance metrics such as the SINR coverage probability [25, 26].
Thus, complex Monte Carlo simulations are required to obtain system-level performance metrics, which are typically extremely time-consuming.
Against this background, a novel approach based on stochastic geometry was proposed to
model the location of BSs in [25, 27]. This approach not only captures the topological characteristics of real cellular networks but also leads to tractable analytical results on system-level
performance metrics. In this approach, the location of BSs follows a Poisson point process
(PPP). Specifically, in a PPP, the number of points in an enclosed area follows Poisson distribution and the location of each point follows independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniform distribution within the enclosed area. Over the past years, PPP has been widely adopted in
existing studies, due to that the analytical results obtained based on the PPP model can closely
approximate the measurement results obtained from real cellular networks [25, 28, 29, 30]. Despite this, given that the locations of points are independent from each other, it is observed that
two points in a PPP can be extremely close with each other, which is against the deployment
principle of real cellular networks. This problem is resolved in the hard core point process
(HCPP) where the distance between any two points is higher than a threshold distance value.
Thus, HCPP captures the location of BSs in real cellular networks more accurately than PPP.
However, HCPP does not have the probability generating functional which is essential in deriving certain system-level performance metrics such as the SINR coverage probability. Thus,
the exploitation of HCPP is still an open problem in the research community [26].
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Among various system-level performance metrics, the SINR/rate coverage probability is
the most fundamental one and it is closely related to a number of other performance metrics,
such as energy efficiency and spectral efficiency. Specifically, the SINR/rate coverage probability is the probability that a typical UE is able to achieve a certain threshold SINR/rate, i.e.,
it is the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of SINR/rate. As aforementioned, the adoption of the PPP enables the analysis of the SINR/rate coverage probability,
although such analysis is complex. This is due to the additional source of randomness introduced by the PPP, i.e., the position of BSs. As a result, the derived SINR/rate coverage
probability is typically not a closed-form expression but involves computable integrals. Valuable insights can be obtained based on the SINR/rate coverage probability, providing useful
guidelines into the design of cellular networks in practical environments.

1.2 Literature Review
In this chapter, an overview of the state-of-the-art studies on mmWave communications is presented, including mmWave channel models, mmWave-enabled heterogeneous networks (HetNets), mmWave precoding, mmWave-based NOMA, and mmWave prototypes.

1.2.1

mmWave Channel Models

In this subchapter, mmWave channel models are summarized. Existing mmWave channel models are divided into two categories: 1) geometry-based stochastic models and 2) map-based
models [31]. A major difference between geometry-based stochastic models and map-based
models is that the former characterizes channels using probability theories, while the latter
characterizes channels in a deterministic manner based on the predefined layout of a network.
A necessary precondition for map-based models is the known layout of a network. However,
such layout is not always accessible. Thus, this subchapter focuses on geometry-based stochastic models. It is noted that the geometry-based stochastic models for conventional sub-6 GHz
cannot be directly applied to the mmWave band, due to the fundamental differences between
sub-6 GHz communications and mmWave communications. Two major fundamental differences are: 1) highly directional beams applied in mmWave communications have significant
impact on channel characteristics such as the root mean square (RMS) delay spread and 2)
blocking effect has more impact on the received signal strength in mmWave channels than in
sub-6 GHz channels, due to the extremely high penetration loss of the mmWave band. Given
that mmWave geometry-based stochastic models are generally developed based on conventional sub-6 GHz geometry-based stochastic models, in this subchapter, the widely-adopted
conventional sub-6 GHz geometry-based stochastic models are first summarized. Then, existing mmWave geometry-based stochastic models are summarized.
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Sub-6 GHz Channel Models

Existing widely-adopted sub-6 GHz geometry-based stochastic models include:
• 3GPP model: The introduction of multiple antennas into 3G motivated the studies on
modeling MIMO channels. Particularly, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
MIMO channel model is one of the most popular MIMO channel models. The target of
this model is to describe three general scenarios: 1) suburban macrocells where the BS
to BS distance is approximately 3 km, 2) urban macrocells where the BS to BS distance
is approximately 3 km but there is significant scattering, and 3) urban microcells where
the BS to BS distance is approximately 1 km [32, 33]. In a macrocell which typically
covers a wide area on the order of a few kilometers, only a very small area around the
macro BS has the chance to have LoS channels. Thus, for the simplicity of the model,
all channels between macro BSs and macro UEs are assumed to be NLoS. However, in
the third urban microcells scenario, the channels between micro BSs and micro UEs can
be either LoS or NLoS. Particularly, the microcell LoS model is introduced to describe
the channel’s probability of being LoS. This is due to that a micro BS covers a small area
and a large fraction of this area has a chance to own LoS channels. Thus, it is essential
to take into account LoS channels in microcells.
• COST 2100 model: Comparing with the aforementioned 3GPP MIMO channel model,
the COST 2100 channel model is not at the system-level where multiple BSs and multiple UEs are considered [34]. The COST 2100 channel model was originally proposed
for simulating the channel between a multi-antenna BS and a multi-antenna UE. A key
concept defined in the COST 2100 channel model is visibility region [34, 35]. In order
to explain the concept of visibility region, another key concept of cluster is explained
as follows: A cluster is defined as a group of scatterers that generate multipath components with similar delay, azimuth of departure (AoD), elevation of departure (EoD),
azimuth of arrival (AoA), and elevation of arrival (EoA). Given that the channel impulse
response can be obtained by adding all multipath components received at the UE, the
channel impulse response is actually determined by cluster activities. Motivated by this,
the concept of visibility region was proposed, which describes the cluster activity within
a limited geographical area. Specifically, given the fixed location of the multi-antenna
BS, each cluster has its own visibility region which is a circular region. When an UE
moves into the visibility region of a cluster, the corresponding cluster has impact on the
channel between the UE and the BS. When an UE moves out of the visibility region,
the corresponding cluster has no impact on the channel between the UE and the BS. The
visibility regions of seperate clusters may overlap with each other.
• SIRCIM/SMRCIM model: The Simualtion of Indoor Radio Channel Impulse response
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Model (SIRCIM) and the Simualtion of Mobile Radio Channel Impulse response Model
(SMRCIM) are based on the measurement results of channel impulse responses. SIRCIM
and SMRCIM were successfully implemented from thousands of collected channel impulse responses at the carrier frequency of 1.3 GHz. These models were popular within
the telecommunications industry when digital cellular networks and WiFi were first proposed.
1.2.1.2

mmWave Channel Models

As previously mentioned, conventional sub-6 GHz geometry-based stochastic models cannot be directly applied to the mmWave band. Let us take the 3GPP MIMO channel model
for example. The 3GPP MIMO model is defined for a 5 MHz bandwidth CDMA system in
the 2 GHz band. In the 3GPP MIMO model, there are fixed 6 paths in each of the aforementioned three scenarios, where each path represents a Dirac function in the delay domain.
Moreover, each path is made up of 20 spatially separated subpaths according to the sum-ofsinusoids method [36]. However, as pointed out in [37], the number of subpaths is smaller
in the mmWave band. Specifically, [37] proposed a mmWave model where the number of
subpaths is 10.
Existing mmWave geometry-based stochastic models include:
• MiWEBA model: The Millimeter-Wave Evolution for Backhaul and Access (MiWEBA)
model characterizes mmWave channels in a quasi-deterministic manner [35]. Specifically, a few strong paths are generated deterministically based on the heights of the
transmitter and the receiver and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver,
while a few relatively weak paths are generated randomly based on statistical distributions. Then the channel is obtained by adding all generated paths. Similar to sub-6 GHz
channel models, the MiWEBA model assumes that the arrival of random paths follows
a Poisson process, with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times. The amplitude of
the random path follows i.i.d. Rayleigh distribution and the phase of the random path
follows i.i.d. uniform distribution between 0 and 2π. Furthermore, the MiWEBA model
incorporates the fact that mmWave paths are extremely sensitive to blockage and the
signal strength of each path highly depends on the LoS probability of the path. Thus, the
MiWEBA model considers the LoS probability of every path of the mmWave channel.
• METIS model: As a project mainly targeted at laying the foundation of 5G, the Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS) model supports frequency bands up to 70 GHz [38]. The METIS model
employs a combination of map-based and stochastic channel models to estimate path
amplitudes and thus is suitable for evaluating massive MIMO and advanced beamforming algorithms through Monte-Carlo simulations. Specifically, the METIS model uses
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ray tracing techniques to obtain large scale fading characteristics, such as the omnidirectional RMS delay spread, the azimuth spread, the shadowing fading, and the Rician
K-factor for LoS channels, and uses measurement-based results to model small scale
fading. The statistics of small scale fading are determined by following the approaches
described in the sub-6 GHz 3GPP MIMO channel model.
• Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model: Apart from that mmWave transmission is carried out
at higher frequencies, another fundamental difference between sub-6 GHz communications and mmWave communications is that the latter has wider bandwidth than the
former. Particularly, the bandwidth of mmWave communications is on the order of
GHz [4, 9, 39]. Thus, mmWave geometry-based stochastic models need to consider high
delay resolution, i.e., subpaths within a path may be resolvable and the number of subpaths within a path may vary. In the SV channel model, which was originally proposed
for 1.5 GHz indoor multipath propagation, the number of subpaths within each path is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. The SV channel model has been used to evaluate the system performance of the IEEE wireless personal area network (PAN) which
supports a bandwidth over 500 MHz [40]. Since mmWave channels are expected to
have bandwidths that are wider than 500 MHz, the SV channel model has been adopted
to model mmWave channels in existing studies [31, 41, 42, 43].

1.2.2 mmWave-enabled Heterogeneous Networks
In this subchapter, the rationale behind adopting mmWave-enabled HetNets is explored, followed by a summary of the challenges in mmWave-enabled HetNets. In the end, a brief discussion on next generation mmWave-enabled HetNets is provided.
In traditional cellular networks, there are only one type of BSs and all BSs have the same
transmit power which is very high. Differing from such traditional networks, HetNets consist
of different types of BSs with different transmit power [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Over the past decade, cellular networks have shifted from voicecentric networks which have low data rate requirements to data-centric networks which have
high data rate requirements. As a result, HetNets have been adopted worldwide, due to the
fact that HetNets are a key enabler for high data rate transmission. Specifically, traditional
cellular networks have mainly targeted at providing universal coverage, connecting people
worldwide virtually everywhere on the planet [52, 53]. However, with the rapidly growing
demand for mobile data, the data rate is elevated to a central problem and the data rate provided
by traditional cellular networks cannot meet the demand of multimedia services and Internet
applications. Thus, over the past years, a large number of different types of BSs have been
installed to form HetNets. The rationale behind installing different types of BSs is distilled
into two major factors:
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• Easy installation: High-power BSs can cover large areas. However, high-power BSs are
difficult to install, since high-power BSs are typically installed on tall towers. In many
urban areas, installing more high-power BSs is not viable, due to the lack of available
towers. Also, many cities or neighborhood associations are not very cooperative about
opening up new tower locations [52]. This triggers the installation of low-power BSs,
since low-power BSs can be easily installed on lampposts or at building corners.
• Low financial cost: The financial cost of a low-power BS is much less than a high-power
BS [54]. Thus, low-power BSs are widely adopted to cover small areas with extreme
data rate needs.
Due to the aforementioned rationale, HetNets are attractive solutions for high data rates. It
is noted that another attractive solution for high data rates is mmWave, due to the vast amounts
of available frequencies at the mmWave band. It is widely acknowledged that mmWave can be
perfectly integrated with HetNets [47, 49]. However, there are indeed a number of challenges
to resolve in mmWave-enabled HetNets, which are described as follows.
1.2.2.1

Mobility

Mobility support is more difficult in mmWave-enabled HetNets than in traditional cellular
networks, due to the following reasons:
• Highly fluctuating signal strength: MmWave communications is extremely sensitive to
blockage. Blockers such as buildings and human bodies can cause severe reduction in
signal strength [61]. Given that there are commonly a huge amount of blockers in the
communication environment, especially in urban areas, the received signal strength at a
moving UE in mmWave-enabled HetNets can be highly fluctuating.
• Frequent handoffs: Low-power BSs have small coverage areas. Thus, a moving UE can
frequently move into and out of the coverage areas of low-power BSs, which triggers
frequent handoffs. 3GPP has proposed the concept of minimum time of stay to prevent
frequent handoffs [52]. The minimum time of stay defines a threshold of time that a
UE being associated to a BS, below which a handoff should not occur. However, this
proposed concept has some disadvantages. For example, if a UE moves into the coverage
area of a low-power BS without associating itself to the low-power BS, the UE causes
very strong uplink interference to the low-power BS and receives very strong downlink
interference from the low-power BS.
1.2.2.2

Decoupled Uplink Downlink Cell Association

In mmWave-enabled HetNets, a UE can be associated with two different BSs in the uplink
and downlink, which is referred to as decoupled uplink downlink cell association [48, 62]. The
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rationale behind decoupled uplink downlink cell association is two-fold. First, in downlink cell
association, a UE is more likely to be associated with a high-power BS even though the highpower BS does not have the closest distance. This is because the transmit power disparities
between high-power BSs and low-power BSs lead to that high-power BSs have high downlink
signal strength and low-power BSs have low downlink signal strength. Second, in uplink cell
association, a UE is more likely to be associated with the closest BS, regardless of the transmit
power of the BS. This is due to that UEs are transmitters and BSs are receivers in uplink
and the transmit power of BSs has no impact on uplink signal strength. Decoupled uplink
downlink cell association changes many entrenched ideas about cellular networks. Specifically,
the challenges brought by decoupled uplink downlink cell association include: 1) uplink traffic
and downlink traffic are routed from and to different BSs in the core network, 2) the uplink and
downlink of the same UE have different quality of service (QoS), and 3) channel models that
assume symmetry in uplink and downlink are not applicable.
1.2.2.3

Downlink Cell Association with Load Balancing

In traditional cellular networks, there are only one type of BSs and all BSs have roughly the
same amount of traffic load [52]. Thus, it is acceptable to ignore the load information of
BSs in downlink cell association and a UE is typically associated with the BS that provides
the maximum signal strength. However, in mmWave-enabled HetNets, due to the transmit
power disparities between high-power BSs and low-power BSs, the traditional maximum signal strength cell association strategy always leads to load imbalance where low-power BSs are
lightly loaded and therefore not fully exploited, as pointed out by 3GPP [57]. In order to offload
more UEs to low-power BSs, the biased maximum signal strength cell association strategy has
been proposed [49, 57, 58]. In this association strategy, different bias factors are allocated to
different types of BSs. It is highlighted that this association strategy helps cell range expansion
since the coverage range of low-power BSs is effectively expanded when large bias factors are
allocated to low-power BSs and small bias factors are allocated to high-power BSs.
1.2.2.4

Backhaul Bottleneck

In traditional cellular networks, BSs are equipped with wired high-speed backhaul connections
to the core network. Such wired backhaul connections can easily support the data traffic flowing to and from BSs and are hardly ever a data rate bottleneck. However, in mmWave-enabled
HetNets, many low-power BSs installed on lampposts do not have wired backhaul connections. In such cases, a desirable alternative is wireless backhaul connections using unlicensed
frequencies. However, the quality of such wireless backhaul connections is typically very low,
which makes the wireless backhaul a bottleneck to the peak data rate in mmWave-enabled
HetNets [46].
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1.2.2.5

Next Generation mmWave-enabled HetNets

It has been envisaged that the BSs in the next generation mmWave-enabled HetNets are equipped
with mobile edge caching and mobile edge computing capabilities. The rationale behind this
envisagement is that in cellular networks, some popular contents are repeatedly requested by
a large number of UEs [63, 64, 65]. Also, popular contents are usually requested by different types of UEs with different resolution requirements [63, 66]. To fit different types of
UEs, popular contents, especially video contents, are transformed into up to 40 different versions [66, 67, 68]. With mobile edge caching, BSs can pre-fetch popular contents and store
them. Thus, when a UE requests a popular content, one of the neighboring BSs that have stored
the requested content can send the content directly to the UE [63, 64, 65]. Moreover, with mobile edge computing, BSs can transform contents into different versions to fit different types of
UEs. The advantages of equipping BSs with mobile edge caching and mobile edge computing
capabilities include: 1) reducing the content retrieval delay, 2) improving the network capacity,
and 3) reducing the backhaul traffic load.

1.2.3

mmWave Precoding

In this subchapter, mmWave precoding architectures are summarized. Existing mmWave precoding architectures can be divided into three categories: 1) fully digital precoding, 2) analog
precoding, and 3) hybrid precoding. All three precoding architectures are further explored as
follows.

1.2.3.1

Fully Digital Precoding

Large antenna arrays with high gains are adopted in mmWave networks to compensate for
the high path loss of mmWave communications. Specifically, the number of antennas in a
mmWave antenna array commonly ranges from 8 to 256, while the number of antennas in a
sub-6 GHz antenna array is much smaller, commonly ranging from 2 to 8 [2, 69]. One major
implication of this difference in the number of antennas is that fully digital precoding, which is
widely adopted in sub-6 GHz networks, is not practically feasible in mmWave networks, due
to the following reasons:
• High power consumption: As shown in Fig. 1.1, each antenna is equipped with a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain in the fully digital precoding architecture. Specifically,
an RF chain is a cascade of electronic components such as the digital-to-analog converter. The power consumption of an RF chain is high, since the power consumption
of the digital-to-analog converter alone reaches up to 795 mW at mmWave frequencies [2, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. Given that mmWave antenna arrays commonly have a large
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the fully digital precoding architecture, where Ns is the number of data
streams and Nt is the number of antennas at the transmitter antenna array.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the analog precoding architecture, where Nt is the number of antennas at the
transmitter antenna array.

number of antennas, the power consumption of the fully digital precoding architecture
is extremely high [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80].

• High financial cost: The financial cost of an RF chain is high. Deploying an RF chain
for each antenna brings massive financial burden to mmWave networks [75, 76, 77, 78,
79, 80].
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the beam directions of the transmitter and the receiver, where the beamwidths
of the transmitter and the receiver are 30◦ and 60◦ , respectively.

1.2.3.2

Analog Precoding

Unlike fully digital precoding, analog precoding (also known as analog beamforming) is practically feasible in mmWave networks. Thus, analog precoding is widely adopted in mmWave
standards such as IEEE 802.11ad [2]. As shown in Fig. 1.2, only one RF chain is required
in the analog precoding architecture, regardless of the number of antennas in the transmitter
antenna array. Thus, the analog precoding architecture does not have the high power consumption and high financial cost problems that the fully digital precoding architecture has. However,
the analog precoding architecture is not flawless. The disadvantages of the analog precoding
architecture are listed as follows:
• The analog precoding architecture serves one UE and one data stream. Neither multiple
UEs nor multiple data streams can be supported in the analog precoding architecture [2].
• As shown in Fig. 1.2, a phase shifter is allocated to each antenna in the analog precoding
architecture to adjust the phase of the signal transmitted at the corresponding antenna.
Amplitude adjustment is not available in the analog precoding architecture. Thus, unlike the fully digital precoding architecture, the analog precoding architecture does not
guarantee the optimal precoding performance.
In mmWave networks, the analog precoding architecture commonly leads to very narrow
beams. Specifically, if there are 16 antennas in the transmitter antenna array, the 3-dB-beamwidth
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of the transmitter is approximately 22.5◦ [81]. Thus, it is crucial to correctly steer the transmitter beam towards the desired receiver. Assuming that the receiver antenna array deploys
the analog precoding architecture as well, as shown in Fig. 1.3, and the beamwidths of the
transmitter and the receiver are 30◦ and 60◦ , respectively, the numbers of beam directions at
the transmitter and the receiver are 12 and 6, respectively, to cover all directions. Thus, there
are 12 × 6 = 72 possible beam pairs. Two different beam steering strategies are described next
to find the optimal beam pair which is transmitter beam 2 and receiver beam 4, as shown in
Fig. 1.3. In the first beam steering strategy, all 72 beam pairs are examined exhaustively and
the optimal beam pair is chosen based on the examination results. In the second beam steering strategy, which is commonly referred to as the multi-step beam steering strategy, beams
which are much wider than the original transmitter beams are generated and examined first.
In the next step, narrower beams covered by the selected wider beams in the previous step are
examined. This step is repeated until the beamwidth of the examined beams is the same as
the original beamwidth of the transmitter. Compared with the first beam steering strategy, the
second beam steering strategy takes less time, especially when the original beamwidth of the
transmitter is extremely narrow and there are hundreds of beam pairs.
It is noted that the optimal beam pair between a BS and a UE stays valid if the communication environment is static and the UE is not moving. However, in practical mmWave cellular
networks, the communication environment is commonly very dynamic and UEs are frequently
moving. In this environment, there are three major factors that make the optimal beam pair
invalid, i.e., the optimal beam pair for the previous transmission period is not the optimal beam
pair for the current transmission period. These factors are described as follows:
• UE displacement: UEs may move when people holding UEs are walking or in a vehicle.
• UE rotational movements: As pointed out in [81], UEs experience frequent drastic rotational movements in practical usage scenarios. For example, the rotational movement
when people play video games can be up to 80◦ per 100 ms [81].
• Moving blockers: MmWave communications is extremely sensitive to blockage. Hence,
moving blockers such as vehicles and human bodies can vastly change the communication environment between a BS and a UE, causing about 20 dB reduction in signal
strength [61].
The signal strength may vastly decrease in the presence of the aforementioned factors.
A brute-force solution is to restart the beam steering process whenever the signal strength is
below a threshold. This solution consumes a huge amount of network resources, especially in
networks with extremely narrow beams where there are hundreds of beam pairs. To reduce the
consumption of resources, alternative solutions have been proposed by [81] to consume less
resources by identifying the factor that causes signal strength reduction first and then resolving
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Table 1.2: Characteristics adopted in identifying the factor that causes signal strength reduction

Factors
UE displacement
UE rotational movements
Moving blockers

Rate of signal
strength reduction
Slow
Fast
Fast

Validity of beam
selection at the BS
Invalid
Valid
Invalid

the beam steering error based on the identified factor. Such solutions typically consist of the
following two steps:
• Step 1: Identify the factor that causes signal strength reduction. It is easy to identify UE
displacement and UE rotational movements with external aids of the Global Position
System (GPS) and the accelerometer installed at the UE. However, such external aids
are not always available. A novel method to identify the factor without external aids
has been proposed in [81]. Specifically, two characteristics, including the rate of signal
strength reduction and the validity of beam selection at the BS, are analyzed to identify
the factor that causes signal strength reduction, as shown in Table 1.2. If the signal
strength reduction is caused by UE displacement, the rate of signal strength reduction
depends on three elements: 1) the velocity of the UE displacement, 2) the direction of
the UE displacement, and 3) the distance between the BS and the UE. For example, the
rate of signal strength reduction is slower at UEs far from the BS than at UEs close to the
BS. Moreover, the rate of signal strength reduction caused by UE displacement is much
slower than UE rotational movements and moving blockers. Furthermore, in terms of the
validity of beam selection at the BS, the beam selection becomes invalid if the UE moves
out of the coverage area of the selected beam. Therefore, if signal strength reduction is
caused by UE rotational movements, the beam selection at the BS stays valid, due to
that the UE stays within the coverage area of the selected beam. Alternatively, if signal
strength reduction is caused by moving blockers, the beam selection at the BS becomes
invalid, due to that the selected beam is blocked by moving blockers.
• Step 2: Remedies are applied to find the new optimal beam pair based on the identified factor. If signal strength reduction is caused by UE displacement, the new optimal
BS/UE beam is within the set of neighboring beams and it is unnecessary to deploy an
exhaustive examination of all BS/UE beams, due to that the UE displacement is a continuous process. If signal strength reduction is caused by UE rotational movements, the
beam selection at the BS stays valid and only the UE beam needs to be adjusted. If
signal strength reduction is caused by moving blockers, the BS and the UE switch to the
backup beam pair which has often been determined before blockage happens.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the fully connected hybrid precoding architecture, where Ns is the number
of data streams, NRF is the number of RF chains, and Nt is the number of antennas at the transmitter
antenna array. Each RF chain is connected with all transmitter antennas. There are NRF × Nt phase
shifters in the architecture.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the partially connected hybrid precoding architecture, where Ns is the number
of data streams, NRF is the number of RF chains, and Nt is the number of antennas at the transmitter
antenna array. Each RF chain is connected with NNRFt transmitter antennas. There are Nt phase shifters
in the architecture.

1.2.3.3

Hybrid Precoding

Hybrid precoding architectures have recently attracted numerous research attention, which is
because that the fully digital precoding architecture is not practically feasible and the analog
precoding architecture has limited performance due to its lack of amplitude adjustments [75,
76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. Depending on whether each RF chain is connected with all antennas,
hybrid precoding architectures are divided into two categories: 1) the fully connected hybrid
precoding architecture where each RF chain is connected with all transmitter antennas and 2)
the partially connected hybrid precoding architecture where each RF chain is connected with a
proportion of transmitter antennas, as shown in Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5, respectively.
In hybrid precoding architectures, the BS first processes data streams digitally at baseband
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using an NRF × Ns digital precoder, VD , and then up-converts the processed data to the carrier
frequency by passing through NRF RF chains. After that, the BS uses an Nt × NRF analog
precoder, VA , to construct the transmitted signal. Mathematically, the transmitted signal can
be written as
x = VA VD s,

(1.2)

where x is the Nt × 1 transmitted signal vector and s is the Ns × 1 data stream vector. It is
widely acknowledged that hybrid precoding achieves great balance between performance and
cost, and is very promising for future mmWave communications [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80].

1.2.4

mmWave-based Non-orthogonal Multiple Access

In this subchapter, the rationale behind adopting mmWave-based non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is explored first. Then an overview of the state-of-the-art studies on mmWavebased NOMA is presented.
In the history of cellular networks, the multiple access scheme has been the key technology
to allow multiple UEs to share the same communication resource. Specifically, the multiple
access schemes that have been adopted in 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G include frequency division
multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA), and orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [82]. Over the
past few years, NOMA has been widely acknowledged as a promising multiple access scheme
for future cellular networks and thus attracted increased attention from standardization bodies
such as 3GPP [82]. The benefits of NOMA include: 1) NOMA supports high spectral efficiency and 2) NOMA serves more UEs than conventional orthogonal multiple access schemes,
which is important in future wireless applications for the Internet of Things (IoT). The reason why NOMA serves more UEs than conventional orthogonal multiple access schemes is
that one resource block, which can be in frequency, time, or code domain, is allocated to one
UE in conventional orthogonal multiple access schemes in order to avoid inter-UE interference. However, one resource block can be allocated to multiple UEs in NOMA, as shown in
Fig. 1.6. There is indeed inter-UE interference in NOMA. However, with the adoption of successive interference cancellation (SIC), inter-UE interference is well controlled. In addition,
when NOMA is integrated with mmWave, the high path loss of mmWave communications
effectively reduces the inter-UE interference [83].
Considering a typical two-UE power domain NOMA system, where UE 1 is closer to
the BS than UE 2, as shown in Fig. 1.6, the transmitted signal at the BS is given by x =
√
√
a1 P x1 + a2 P x2 , where xi , i ∈ {1, 2}, is the signal required by UE i, P is the transmit
power of the BS, and ai is the power allocation coefficient of UE i, denoting the proportion of
the transmit power allocated to UE i [84]. Following the principle of power domain NOMA,
given that UE 1 is closer to the BS than UE 2, it can be obtained that a1 < a2 and a1 + a2 ≤ 1.
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UE 1
UE 2

UE 1
Frequency
BS

UE 2

Figure 1.6: Illustration of a typical two-UE power domain NOMA system.

The received signal at each UE consists of both the desired signal and the signal of the other
UE. In order to resolve the inter-UE interference, NOMA adopts SIC. Specifically, at UE 1,
the signal of UE 2 is detected and removed from the received signal first, and then the desired
signal is detected. At UE 2, the signal of UE 1 is weak so UE 2 can directly detect the desired
signal, treating the signal of UE 1 as noise.
Several studies have been conducted on the power allocation algorithm in mmWave-based
NOMA systems [85, 86, 87, 88]. [85] proposed a power allocation algorithm to maximize the
energy efficiency of the system, where the total power consumption of the system includes: 1)
the transmit power which is adjustable with the power allocation algorithm and 2) the power
consumed by other components of the system, which is not adjustable with the power allocation algorithm. [86, 87, 88] proposed power allocation algorithms to maximize the sum rate of
the system, where [87] and [87] studied the downlink and uplink of a two-UE mmWave-based
NOMA system, respectively, and [88] studied the downlink of a multi-UE mmWave-based
NOMA system. Apart from power allocation, another extensively studied topic in mmWavebased NOMA systems is to extend single-beam mmWave-based NOMA systems to multibeam mmWave-based NOMA systems [86, 89]. This is because single-beam mmWave-based
NOMA systems can only serve a very limited number of UEs due to the narrow beamwidth of
mmWave, which reduces the potential performance gain brought by NOMA. With such extension, multi-beam mmWave-based NOMA systems can serve a large number of UEs distributed
at separate directions [86, 89]. In addition, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer in mmWave-based NOMA systems was studied in [90]. Finite resolution analog precoding
in mmWave-based NOMA systems was studied in [91]. In the end, unmanned-aerial-vehiclebased mmWave-based NOMA systems were studied in [92].

1.2.5 mmWave Prototypes and Commercial mmWave Cellular Networks
In this subchapter, mmWave prototypes are described followed by a survey of the deployment
progress of commercial mmWave cellular networks worldwide.
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1.2.5.1

mmWave Prototypes

Over the past few years, mmWave prototypes have been developed in both academia and industry [9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 69, 93, 94]. Using these mmWave prototypes, measurement campaigns
have been conducted to study the propagation characteristics of mmWave, the data rate and
error rate of mmWave communications, and the biological implications of mmWave cellular
phones [9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 69, 93, 94].
Among the mmWave propagation characteristic measurement campaigns, a number of the
best-known ones were conducted by the NYU WIRELESS research center. Using the mmWave
channel sounders developed by the research center, extensive mmWave propagation measurements in urban environments in New York City and suburban environments in Austin were
conducted [9, 93, 94]. Moreover, among the measurement campaigns to study the data rate
and error rate of mmWave communications, a good example was carried out by Samsung
Electronics, South Korea [69]. In this measurement campaign, a mmWave BS transmitted data
to a mmWave cellular phone with the data rate of 528 Mb/s. The mmWave BS was equipped
with a 16 × 16 antenna array and the mmWave cellular phone was equipped with a 16 × 1 antenna array. The distance between the BS and the cellular phone was fixed at 6 m. The channel
between the BS and the cellular phone was LoS. The carrier frequency was 27.925 GHz and the
bandwidth was 520 MHz. The measurement results showed that the block error rate reached
10−6 . Furthermore, the biological implications of mmWave cellular phones on human bodies
such as the level of electromagnetic absorption by the human body were studied in [69]. It was
reported that the maximum level of electromagnetic absorption by the human body, namely
the specific absorption rate (SAR), is strictly and universally regulated by governmental bodies. The measurement results showed that the average SAR at 28 GHz is less than at 1.9 GHz.
The measurement results also showed that the penetrated skin depth at 28 GHz is 3 mm, which
implies that the majority of the absorbed electromagnetic energy is confined to the epidermis
at 28 GHz. In contrast, the penetrated skin depth at 1.9 GHz exceeds 45 mm.
1.2.5.2

Commercial mmWave Cellular Networks

Commercial mmWave cellular networks are one of keystones in 5G. Cellular operators in the
U.S. have deployed their 5G commercial mmWave cellular networks and cellular operators in a
number of other countries such as Australia are preparing to deploy their commercial mmWave
cellular networks.
In the U.S., the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated a large number
of mmWave frequencies to 5G. Specifically, in 2019 the FCC has auctioned vast amounts of
mmWave frequencies in the 24 GHz, 28 GHz, upper 37 GHz, 39 GHz, and 47 GHz bands to
cellular operators for 5G deployment [95]. Using the mmWave frequencies allocated by the
FCC, three major cellular operators in the U.S., namely Verizon, T-Mobile, and AT&T, have
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deployed their mmWave cellular networks. Specifically, in April 2019 Verizon launched its
5G Ultra Wideband cellular network in Chicago and Minneapolis, making it the world’s first
commercial mmWave cellular network. T-Mobile and AT&T deployed their mmWave cellular
networks soon after. By the end of December 2019, Verizon’s 5G Ultra Wideband cellular
network has expanded to cover 20 cities in the U.S..
Along with the launch of commercial mmWave cellular networks, mmWave cellular phones
have become available in the U.S. such as Samsung Galaxy S10 5G. However, the production
of mmWave cellular phones is considerably more difficult than traditional cellular phones and
there are only a limited number of companies that are capable of producing the chipsets that
are used in mmWave cellular phones. Existing chipsets that support mmWave include Intel
XMM 8160, Qualcomm Snapdragon X55, and Samsung Exynos Modem 5100.
Using mmWave cellular phones, measurement campaigns have been conducted to examine
the performance of Verizon’s 5G Ultra Wideband cellular network [96]. Firstly, the performance of the network when the LoS channel between the BS and the cellular phone is blocked
was examined. The measurement results showed that when the LoS channel was blocked by
a human body, the blockage triggered the 5G-to-4G handoff, leading to significant performance degradation because 4G has much lower data rates than 5G. In contrast, in 4G cellular
networks, when the LoS channel was blocked by a human body, the cellular phone did not experience noticeable performance degradation. The measurement results also showed that when
the LoS channel was blocked by a cardboard box, the blockage did not trigger the 5G-to-4G
handoff. The measurement results further showed that the blockage caused by clear glasses did
not trigger the 5G-to-4G handoff either and the 5G network was working in vehicles because
the 5G signal can penetrate the front windshield and the windows which are typically clear
glasses. Secondly, the handoff frequency of the 5G network was examined. In this measurement campaign, one person was holding a cellular phone while walking at a normal speed for
about 8 minutes. The measurement results showed that during this 8-minute walk, the cellular
phone experienced 31 handoffs and bounced between 4G and 5G for 13 times. Such frequent
handoffs make the data rate highly fluctuating, ranging from 0 to 954 Mb/s, bringing highly
inconsistent user experiences.
Apart from the U.S., a number of other countries have used commercial mmWave cellular
networks in 5G as well. For example, the Australian government has announced its intentions
to auction 2.4 GHz of frequencies in the 26 GHz band to cellular operators for 5G deployment
in early 2021, which will be the first time that Australian cellular operators have access to
mmWave frequencies [97]. Moreover, the European Union has reserved the 26 GHz band
for 5G throughout its territories as well, paving the way for commercial mmWave cellular
networks in Europe by the end of 2020 [98]. Furthermore, according to a work plan released by
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, China has been working on a usage plan
for mmWave frequencies in 5G [99]. In the end, the largest cellular operator in South Korea,
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SK Telecom, will be testing and preparing mmWave cellular networks for commercialization
in 2020 to cover hotspots with extreme data rate needs [100].

1.3 Thesis Overview and Contributions
The main focus of the thesis is on the analysis and design of mmWave cellular networks.
Specifically, stochastic geometry is used to model the location of BSs and analytical results on
system-level performance metrics such as the SINR coverage probability are obtained. Moreover, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to validate the analytical results. In the end, the
impact of various network parameters on performance metrics in different scenarios is examined, offering valuable guidelines on the design of mmWave cellular networks.
The specific motivation and contribution of each work are described as follows.

1.3.1

Coverage Analysis of mmWave HetNets with Load Balancing

Load balancing has been extensively studied, such as [101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109]. A commonly adopted load metric to determine an overloaded cell is the resource block
utility ratio (RBUR) [101, 102, 103, 104]. Specifically, a cell with the RBUR higher than a
given threshold is determined to be an overloaded cell and the load of an overloaded cell will be
partially handed over to underloaded neighboring cells. In terms of the RBUR threshold, [101,
102, 103] adopted a fixed threshold to determine overloaded cells. However, due to the fact
that the load situation of a network changes over time and space, a fixed threshold, which does
not adapt to these changes, can be too high or low for the load situation of the network. Thus,
[104] proposed an adaptive threshold which changes with the load situation of the network.
[105] adopted the adaptive threshold and proposed a novel load metric named radio resource
utilization ratio (RRUR). The difference between RBUR and RRUR is that RBUR cannot be
used in networks where radio resources are not allocated in terms of physical resource blocks,
such as non-terrestrial networks, while RRUR can. Moreover, [106] proposed a load balancing
algorithm which aims at finding the optimal handover offset value between the overloaded
cell and a target cell to prevent ping-pong handovers. Furthermore, [107] emphasized that
the handover procedure consumes substantial network resources and aimed to minimize the
number of handovers needed to achieve load balancing.
In addition to the aforementioned reactive load balancing algorithms, multiple proactive
load balancing algorithms which preempt cells from being overloaded have been proposed over
the past few years [108, 109]. For example, [108] proposed a proactive load balancing algorithm which uses Twitter data to prevent overloaded cells. Specifically, [108] analyzed Twitter
data to detect future events and highlighted the event locations as future hotspots. Then, the
prediction of future hotspots was fed to the load balancing strategy to optimize network con-
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figurations and prevent overloaded cells. [109] proposed a proactive load balancing algorithm
which uses mobility prediction to prevent overloaded cells. Specifically, [109] leveraged the
semi-Markov stochastic process to predict UE mobility, and hence future cell loads. Then,
the prediction of future cell loads was fed to the load balancing strategy to optimize network
configurations and prevent overloaded cells.
Apart from load balancing, another extensively studied topic is the system-level coverage
performance. As aforementioned in Chapter 1.1, the adoption of stochastic geometry to model
the network leads to tractable analytical results for system-level coverage probabilities. Thus,
several studies have adopted stochastic geometry to investigate the system-level coverage performance in various networks [110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. For example, [110] investigated the
downlink coverage performance of a vehicle-to-everything network where the spatial layout
of roads is modeled as a Poisson line process, the location of vehicular nodes on each road
is modeled as a PPP, and the location of BSs is modeled as a PPP. [111] developed a general
performance analytical framework for downlink NOMA transmission in mmWave networks
where the location of UEs is modeled as a PPP. [112] investigated the coverage performance
of two-dimensional and three-dimensional peer-to-peer mmWave networks where the location
of nodes is modeled as a PPP. [113] investigated the downlink coverage performance of an
unmanned aerial vehicle network where the location of unmanned aerial vehicles is modeled
as a uniform binomial point process. [114] investigated the coverage performance of multistream MIMO HetNets with maximum ratio combining receivers, where the location of BSs is
modeled as a PPP.
In Chapter 2, we examine the impact of load balancing in a two-tier mmWave HetNet. As
described in Chapter 1.2, in HetNets where the transmit power differs between high-power BSs
and low-power BSs, the traditional maximum signal strength cell association strategy always
leads to load imbalance such that low-power BSs are lightly loaded and therefore not fully
exploited [57]. In order to offload more UEs to low-power BSs, the biased maximum signal
strength cell association strategy has been proposed. This strategy is commonly referred to
as the cell range expansion (CRE) strategy, since it expands the coverage range of low-power
BSs [49, 57, 58]. We note that the previous studies have investigated the CRE only in sub-6
GHz HetNets, e.g., [45, 50]. However, these results cannot be easily extended to mmWave
HetNets, due to fundamental differences between mmWave HetNets and sub-6 GHz HetNets.
First, highly directional beams are applied in mmWave HetNets, which significantly changes
the interference behavior across the network. Second, the blocking effect in mmWave HetNets
reduces the received signal strength by tens of dBs, therefore cannot be ignored in mmWave
HetNets. Due to these reasons, new studies are needed to evaluate and optimize the impact of
CRE on the performance of mmWave HetNets, which motivates our work. This impact has not
been examined in the existing studies on mmWave networks, e.g., [49, 115].
In Chapter 2, a two-tier generalized mmWave HetNet is considered where the high-power
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BSs in the macro-tier and the low-power BSs in the micro-tier co-exist to serve UEs. The
generality of our considered network lies in the use of the PPP to model the location of BSs
and UEs, the use of the LoS ball model to characterize the probability of a channel being LoS,
the use of the sectored antenna model at BSs to capture key antenna array properties, and the
use of versatile Nakagami-M fading to model the wireless channel. We assume that a bias
factor is used in the network to offload UEs to low-power BSs. For this network, we first
analyze the loads of high-power BSs and low-power BSs. Based on such analysis, we derive
a new expression for the rate coverage probability of the network. Using numerical results,
we demonstrate the accuracy of our analytical expressions and show how the rate coverage
probability is affected by the bias factor in various scenarios. We further comprehensively
examine the impact of other network parameters on the rate coverage probability.
The results in this chapter have been presented in [116], which is also listed below for ease
of reference:
[C1] S. Xu, N. Yang, and S. Yan, ”Impact of load balancing on rate coverage performance
in millimeter wave cellular heterogeneous networks,” in Proc. IEEE ICC 2018 Workshop on
Evolutional Technologies & Ecosystems for 5G Phase II, Kansas City, MO, May 2018, pp.
1–6.

1.3.2

Coverage Analysis of Relay Assisted mmWave Cellular Networks
with Spatial Correlation

In Chapter 3, we evaluate the coverage performance of a relay assisted mmWave cellular network. As aforementioned, one of the most pressing challenges for mmWave cellular networks
is to enhance the coverage performance, due to the unique properties of mmWave propagation
such as its extreme sensitivity to blockage [4]. One promising strategy to enhance the coverage performance is to introduce relays into mmWave cellular networks for circumventing the
blockage [117, 118]. The introduction of relays can be realized by either deploying infrastructure relays or allowing idle UEs to function as relays (e.g., idle UEs serve as device-to-device
(D2D) transmitters) [118]. In the work presented in Chapter 3, we consider idle relay UEs
since such relays have practical advantages relative to infrastructure relays, e.g., avoiding extra
cost in infrastructure.
Motivated by the benefits of relays, the performance of relay assisted mmWave networks
has been studied in the literature, e.g., [117, 118, 119, 120, 121]. For example, [117] investigated relay selection among multiple decode-and-forward (DF) relays between one BS and one
UE. Focusing on an amplified-and-forward (AF) relay, [119] evaluated the maximum achievable rates for half-duplex and full-duplex relaying. It is noted that neither [117] nor [119]
considered multiple BSs or multiple UEs. To overcome such limitations, [120] investigated
the coverage performance of a relay assisted mmWave cellular network with multiple BSs
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and multiple UEs while ignoring the interference in the network. Recently, [118] considered
the interference when analyzing the coverage performance of a relay assisted mmWave cellular network. However, small scale fading was not considered in this analysis and directional
combining was assumed at UEs.
The consideration of directional combining at multi-antenna UEs, such as [118], was commonly adopted in mmWave studies, e.g., [29, 116, 122, 123]. The main rationale behind this
consideration is that directional combining not only enhances the desired signal quality but
also reduces the interference, under the assumption that the direction of the UE is perfectly
aligned with its associated transmitter. However, as pointed out in [81], it is extremely difficult
to keep this perfect alignment in practical usage scenarios, due to the frequent drastic rotational
movements of UEs, especially when UEs are not idle. For example, when people play video
games, the UE is frequently rotated since more and more video games need to exploit the gyroscopic sensor at the UE. Notably, the rotational movement when people play video games can
be up to 80◦ per 100 ms [81]. When the UE adopts directional combining, its rotational movement causes a severe misalignment problem, which significantly damages the reliability of the
mmWave cellular network [81]. Motivated by this, we propose to adopt selection combining
at UEs when they receive downlink data. We emphasize that, unlike directional combining,
selection combining does not incur misalignment problems since it does not require the UE to
align its direction with its associated transmitter.
In Chapter 3, the coverage performance is analyzed for a relay assisted mmWave cellular
network which consists of multiple BSs, multiple relay UEs, and multiple destination UEs.
In this network, the BS transmits data either directly to the destination UE, or indirectly via
the relay UE when the direct transmission fails. We propose a new analytical framework
to derive the SINR coverage probability of the network. In this framework, we consider:
1) generalized Nakagami-M fading, 2) interference, 3) selection combining at destination
UEs, and 4) spatial correlation. Here, spatial correlation addresses the phenomenon that the
received signals at the destination UE antennas are not independent, which has commonly
been ignored in existing studies for simplifying analysis. Using numerical results, we first
demonstrate the correctness of the derived SINR coverage probability. We also show that
ignoring spatial correlation leads to severe overestimation of the coverage probability, as well
as severe underestimation of the minimum number of antennas needed at destination UEs to
achieve an SINR coverage probability target. We further show the benefit of introducing relays
for coverage performance enhancement and that the optimal BS density maximizing the SINR
coverage probability can be found through our analysis.
The results in this chapter have been presented in [124], which is also listed below for ease
of reference:
[C2] S. Xu, N. Yang, B. He, and H. Jafarkhaniand, ”Coverage analysis of relay assisted
millimeter wave cellular networks with spatial correlation,” accepted for publication in Proc.
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IEEE WCNC 2020, Seoul, South Korea, Apr. 2020, pp. 1–8.
Finally, Chapter 4 presents a summary of results and future research directions.

Chapter 2

Coverage Analysis of mmWave
Cellular HetNets with Load Balancing

In this chapter, we consider a two-tier mmWave cellular HetNet where the high-power BSs
in the macro-tier and the low-power BSs in the micro-tier co-exist to serve UEs. In order to
obtain tractable analytical results on the system-level rate coverage probability, we model the
considered network using the stochastic geometry based approach described in Chapter 1.1.
As mentioned in Chapter 1.2.2.3, due to the transmit power disparities between high-power
BSs and low-power BSs, the traditional maximum signal strength cell association strategy
always leads to load imbalance where low-power BSs are lightly loaded and therefore not fully
exploited. In order to offload more UEs to low-power BSs, we adopt the biased maximum
signal strength cell association strategy. In this chapter, we aim to characterize the impact of
the bias factor on the system-level rate coverage probability. This characterization is completed
in two steps. First, we analyze the loads of high-power BSs and low-power BSs. Second, we
analyze the rate coverage probability of the network. The accuracy of our analytical results is
validated using numerical results. Particularly, the optimal bias factor which maximizes the
rate coverage probability can be numerically found using our analysis.
This chapter is organized as follows: Subchapter 2.1 describes the system model of the
considered mmWave cellular HetNet. Subchapter 2.2 presents the analyses of the load of a
typical high-power BS, the load of a typical low-power BS, and the rate coverage probability of
the network. Subchapter 2.3 presents numerical results to examine the impact of load balancing
and network parameters on the rate coverage probability. Finally, Subchapter 2.4 presents a
summary of this chapter.

2.1

mmWave Cellular Heterogeneous Network

In this chapter, we consider a mmWave cellular HetNet, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, which consists
of a macro-tier and a micro-tier. The macro-tier consists of high-power BSs and the micro-tier
consists of low-power BSs. We model the high-power BS location and the low-power BS
25
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μm
LoS macro-BS

μs
UE A
LoS low-power BS

Figure 2.1: Illustration of our considered mmWave cellular HetNet. The typical UE, denoted by UE A,
is located at the origin, o. All LoS high-power BSs are located within B (o, µm ) and all LoS low-power
BSs are located within B (o, µs ).

location as two independent homogeneous PPPs, denoted by Φall,m with the density λall,m
on R2 and Φall,s with the density λall,s on R2 , respectively. We also model the UE location
as another independent PPP, denoted by Φu with the density λu on R2 . In this chapter, we
randomly select one UE and refer to it as the typical UE (i.e., UE A in Fig. 2.1). Then we
establish a polar coordinate system with the typical UE at the pole. Based on the Slivnyak
theorem [58], the conclusions drawn for the typical UE can be extended to other UEs.
To build a systematic performance study of the considered mmWave cellular HetNet, we
need to incorporate the unique characteristics of mmWave communications into the network,
as follows:

2.1.1

Blockage Effect

We adopt an accurate yet simple LoS ball model in the network, due to its high suitability for
the system-level analysis of mmWave networks [29, 48, 49, 123, 125, 126]. In the LoS ball
model, the probability of a channel being LoS is a function of the distance between the BS and
the UE, r. In this chapter, we use PLoS,ξ (r ) to represent this probability, where ξ = m for the
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macro-tier and ξ = s for the micro-tier. Mathematically, we express PLoS,m (r ) as

ω , if 0 < r < µ ,
m
m
PLoS,m (r ) =
0,
otherwise,

(2.1)

where 0 ≤ ωm ≤ 1 is the value of the probability and µm > 0 is depicted in Fig. 2.1. Similarly,
we express PLoS,s (r ) as

ω ,
s
PLoS,s (r ) =
0,

if 0 < r < µs ,

(2.2)

otherwise,

where 0 ≤ ωs ≤ 1 is the value of the probability and µs > 0 is depicted in Fig. 2.1. In this
chapter, we only consider LoS BSs, due to the extremely high outdoor penetration loss of
mmWave propagation [4, 14]. According to [127, Prop. (1.3.5)], the LoS high-power BS
location observed at the typical UE follows the PPP Φm with the density λall,m ωm within the
circular area B (o, µm ). Moreover, the LoS low-power BS location observed at the typical UE
follows the PPP Φs with the density λall,s ωs within the circular area B (o, µs ). These two PPPs
are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. For the convenience of presentation, we define λm , λall,m ωm and
λs , λall,s ωs .

2.1.2

Directional Gains

We assume that each BS is equipped with an antenna array to perform directional beamforming. We also assume that each UE is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna. As
adopted in [48, 49, 126], the actual antenna array gain pattern of BSs is approximated by a
sectored antenna model, which captures the key antenna array characteristics including the
beamwidth, the main lobe gain, and the side lobe gain. For example, the actual antenna array
gain pattern of an N element uniform linear array is given by
 
sin2 N ζ2
  ,
Gact (ε ) =
sin2 ζ2
where ζ =

2π
λ d cos (ε ) + β ,

(2.3)

λ is the wavelength, d is the distance between elements, ε is the

angle, and β is the relative phase between elements [123]. Its corresponding sectored antenna
model is given by

θsec
G
max,sec , if |θ | ≤ 2 ,
Gsec (θ ) =
G
otherwise,
min,sec ,

(2.4)

where the main lobe gain, Gmax,sec , the side lobe gain, Gmin,sec , and the beamwidth, θsec , are assumed to be the maximum gain, the first minor maximum gain, and the half power beamwidth
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of (2.3), respectively, and θ is the angle off the boresight direction [123].
Mathematically, the antenna array gain pattern of high-power BSs is expressed as

θm
G
max,m , if |θ | ≤ 2 ,
Gm (θ ) =
G
otherwise,
min,m ,

(2.5)

where Gmax,m and Gmin,m are the main lobe gain and the side lobe gain of high-power BSs,
respectively, and θm is the beamwidth of high-power BSs. Similarly, the antenna array gain
pattern of low-power BSs is expressed as

θs
G
max,s , if |θ | ≤ 2 ,
Gs (θ ) =
G
otherwise,
min,s ,

(2.6)

where Gmax,s and Gmin,s are the main lobe gain and the side lobe gain of low-power BSs,
respectively, and θs is the beamwidth of low-power BSs.

2.1.3

Small Scale Fading

In this chapter, we adopt independent Nakagami-M fading for each link to model the small
scale fading h, where M is the fading parameter. This adoption arises from the fact that
Nakagami-M fading is a generalized model which particularly encompasses Rician fading, a
typically used model for LoS scenarios, as a special case [128, 129]1 . Against this background,
Nakagami-M fading has recently been adopted in the performance analysis of mmWave cellular networks [49, 123].
We define h̄ , |h|2 as the small scale fading power gain. Therefore, h̄ follows the Gamma
distribution with the shape parameter M and the scale parameter 1/M. It follows that the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of h̄ is given by
Fh̄ (x) = 1 − e−Mx

M−1

∑

k =0

(Mx)k
,
k!

(2.7)

where M is assumed to be a positive integer. Accordingly, the moment generation function
(MGF) of h̄ is given by

s −M
Mh̄ (s) = 1 −
.
M

(2.8)

We assume that all high-power BSs have the same transmit power Pm and all low-power
BSs have the same transmit power Ps . Thus, the received power at the typical UE from a highpower BS is given by P = Pm Gm (θ ) r−α h̄, where r is the distance between the high-power BS
1 We

clarify that Nakagami-M fading is a generalized fading model which can fit a variety of empirical measurements, such as Rayleigh fading by setting M = 1 and Rician-K fading by setting M = (K + 1)2 / (2K + 1).
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and the typical UE and α is the path loss exponent. Similarly, the received power at the typical
UE from a low-power BS is given by P = Ps Gs (θ ) r−α h̄.
In this chapter, the biased maximum signal strength cell association strategy [45] is adopted.
Therefore, the typical UE chooses the nearest LoS high-power BS as its serving BS if
−α
−α
Pm rmin,m
Gmax,m > As Ps rmin,s
Gmax,s

⇒ rmin,s > ρrmin,m ,

(2.9)

where As is the bias factor, rm is the distance between a LoS high-power BS and the typical UE,
rs is the distance between a LoS low-power BS and the typical UE, rmin,m = min{rm }, rmin,s =
min{rs }, and ρ is given by ρ , (Pm Gmax,m /As Ps Gmax,s )−1/α . If rmin,s ≤ ρrmin,m , the typical UE
chooses the nearest LoS low-power BS as its serving BS. As per the cell association strategy,
one BS can be chosen by multiple UEs at the same time. To avoid inter-UE interference, we
adopt the TDMA scheme due to its popularity in existing mmWave standards such as IEEE
802.11ad [130], IEEE 802.15.3c [131], and ECMA-387 [132].

2.2

Load and Rate Coverage Probability Analysis

In this chapter, we aim to characterize the impact of the bias factor, As , on the rate coverage
probability, Pc . This characterization is completed in two steps. First, we derive the load of
a typical high-power BS and the load of a typical low-power BS, where the load of a BS is
defined as the mean number of the UEs associated with this BS. Second, we analyze the rate
coverage probability at the typical UE.

2.2.1 Load Analysis
According to the Slivnyak theorem [58], the load of a high-power BS is given by λu Ptm /λall,m ,
where Ptm is the probability that a UE is associated with a high-power BS. Similarly, the load
of a low-power BS is given by λu Pts /λall,s , where Pts is the probability that a UE is associated
with a low-power BS. For the convenience of presentation, we define Lm , λu Ptm /λall,m and
Ls , λu Pts /λall,s . To evaluate Lm and Ls , we need to derive Ptm and Pts .
To commence our derivation, we define Bm , Pr (Φm 6= ∅) and Bs , Pr (Φs 6= ∅). Based
on [133, Eq. (2.15)], we find that
2

2

Bm = 1 − e−λm π µm and Bs = 1 − e−λs π µs .
We also find that Bm and Bs are not necessarily equal to 1, which implies that the typical UE is
possible to find no LoS high-power BSs or LoS low-power BSs to associate. Thus, we define
five possible scenarios of the considered mmWave cellular HetNet, as follows:
• Scenario 1: Φm = ∅ and Φs = ∅.
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• Scenario 2: Φm 6= ∅ and Φs = ∅.

• Scenario 3: Φm = ∅ and Φs 6= ∅.

• Scenario 4: Φm 6= ∅ and Φs 6= ∅, while the typical UE is associated with the nearest
LoS high-power BS.

• Scenario 5: Φm 6= ∅ and Φs 6= ∅, while the typical UE is associated with the nearest
LoS low-power BS.

Given Φm 6= ∅, the CDF and the probability density function (PDF) of rmin,m are given by

Frmin,m (x) =
and
frmin,m (x) =


2
 1−e−λm πx ,

if 0 ≤ x ≤ µm ,

1,

if x > µm ,

Bm


2
 2λm πxe−λm πx ,

if 0 ≤ x ≤ µm ,

0,

if x > µm ,

Bm

(2.10)

(2.11)

respectively. Similarly, given Φs 6= ∅, the CDF and PDF of rmin,s are given by

Frmin,s (x) =
and
frmin,s (x) =


2
 1−e−λs πx ,

if 0 ≤ x ≤ µs ,

1,

if x > µs ,

Bs


2
 2λs πxe−λs πx ,

if 0 ≤ x ≤ µs ,

0,

if x > µs ,

Bs

(2.12)

(2.13)

respectively. Using (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13), we obtain Ptm as
Ptm = Pr (Scenario 2) + Pr (Scenario 4)


rmin,s
= Bm (1 − Bs ) + Pr (Φm 6= ∅) Pr (Φs 6= ∅) Pr rmin,m <
|Φm 6= ∅, Φs 6= ∅
ρ



rmin,s
= Bm (1 − Bs ) + Bm Bs Ermin,s Frmin,m
ρ
 
Z µs
x
= Bm ( 1 − Bs ) + Bm Bs
frmin,s (x) Frmin,m
dx,
(2.14)
ρ
0
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where E [·] denotes expectation. Similarly, we obtain Pts as
Pts = Pr (Scenario 3) + Pr (Scenario 5)

= Bs (1 − Bm ) + Pr (Φm 6= ∅) Pr (Φs 6= ∅) Pr (rmin,s < ρrmin,m |Φm 6= ∅, Φs 6= ∅)


= Bs (1 − Bm ) + Bm Bs Ermin,m Frmin,s (ρrmin,m )
= Bs (1 − Bm ) + Bm Bs

Z µm
0

frmin,m (x) Frmin,s (ρx) dx.

(2.15)

Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) into Lm = λu Ptm /λall,m and Ls = λu Pts /λall,s , respectively,
we obtain the final expressions for Lm and Ls , which are given by
Lm =

λu
λall,m


Z
Bm (1 − Bs ) + Bm Bs

and
λu
Ls =
λall,s

µs

0


Z
Bs (1 − Bm ) + Bm Bs

  
x
frmin,s (x) Frmin,m
dx ,
ρ


µm

0

(2.16)

frmin,m (x) Frmin,s (ρx) dx .

(2.17)

Such expressions determine the loads of high-power BSs and low-power BSs and allow us to
analyze the rate coverage probability of the network.

2.2.2 Rate Coverage Probability Analysis

In the considered mmWave cellular network with TDMA, the maximum rate at which the
information can be transmitted by a high-power BS or a low-power BS is
R=

Sξ
log2 (1 + SINR) ,
Lξ

(2.18)

where Sξ is the spectrum resource allocated to a high-power BS or a low-power BS and Lξ is
obtained in (2.16) and (2.17). Relying on (2.18), the rate coverage probability of the network,
Pc , is defined as the probability that the maximum rate of the network, R, is larger than the rate
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threshold, δ , i.e., Pc , Pr (R > δ ). Then, we express Pc as
(i)

Pc =

5

∑ Pr (R > δ , Scenario i)

i=1

(ii)

= Pr (R > δ , Scenario 2) + Pr (R > δ , Scenario 3)

+ Pr (R > δ , Scenario 4) + Pr (R > δ , Scenario 5)




δ Ls
δ Lm
(iii)
= Pr SINR > 2 Sm − 1, Scenario 2 + Pr SINR > 2 Ss − 1, Scenario 3




δ Lm
δ Ls
+ Pr SINR > 2 Sm − 1, Scenario 4 + Pr SINR > 2 Ss − 1, Scenario 5
 δ Lm

 δ Ls

 δ Lm

 δ Ls

, P2 2 Sm − 1 + P3 2 Ss − 1 + P4 2 Sm − 1 + P5 2 Ss − 1 ,
(2.19)
where step (i) is due to the law of total probability, step (ii) is due to Pr (R > δ , Scenario 1) =
0, step (iii) is obtained based on (2.18). In order to obtain Pc , we next derive P2 (τ ), P3 (τ ),
P4 (τ ), and P5 (τ ).

Analysis of P2 (τ )

In Scenario 2, the power of the received signal at the typical UE is given by S = κm h̄, where
−α
κm = Pm rmin,m
Gmax,m .

(2.20)

The power of the interference at the typical UE is given by
Im∗ ,

∑

−α
Pm rm
Gm (θ ) h̄.

(2.21)

(rm ,θ )∈Φm /(rmin,m ,θ )

Thus, the SINR at the typical UE in Scenario 2, denoted by γ2 , is given by
γ2 =

κm h̄
,
−α
Gm (θ ) h̄ + σ 2
∑(rm ,θ )∈Φm /(rmin,m ,θ ) Pm rm

where σ 2 is the noise power at the typical UE.

(2.22)
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Based on (2.22), we derive P2 (τ ) as



S
P2 (τ ) = Pr (Φm 6= ∅)Pr (Φs = ∅)Pr ∗
> τ|Φm 6= ∅
Im + σ 2
"
!#

τ Im∗ + σ 2
= (1 − Bs ) Bm Ermin,m ,Im∗ Pr h̄ >
|Φm 6= ∅
κm
"
 #
ψm
− −α
(I ∗ +σ 2 ) M−1 ψm Im∗ + σ 2 k
(b)
rmin,m m
= (1 − Bs ) Bm Ermin,m ,Im∗ e
∑
−αk
k!rmin,m
k =0
"
  #
Z µm M−1
∗ + σ 2 xα k
ψ
I
2
α
∗
m
m
frmin,m (x) dx, (2.23)
= (1 − Bs ) Bm
∑ EIm∗ e−ψm (Im +σ )x
k!
0
k =0
(a)

where we define ψm , Mτ/Pm Gmax,m for the convenience of presentation. In (2.23), step (a)
is obtained based on the independence between Φm and Φs , and step (b) is obtained based on
the CDF of h̄ given in (2.7).
We now introduce the Laplace transform of Im∗ + σ 2 to obtain a simpler presentation of
P2 (τ ). Specifically, the Laplace transform of Im∗ + σ 2 is given by
h
i
−a(Im∗ +σ 2 )
LIm∗ +σ 2 (a) = E e
.
Im∗

(2.24)

Accordingly, the kth derivative of LIm∗ +σ 2 (a) is given by
h
k i
∗
2
(k )
LI ∗ +σ 2 (a) = EIm∗ e−a(Im +σ ) (−1)k Im∗ + σ 2 .
m

(2.25)

Substituting (2.25) into (2.23), we obtain
M−1

P2 (τ ) = (1 − Bs ) Bm

∑

k =0

1
(−ψm )k
k!

Z µm

(k )

xαk LI ∗ +σ 2 (ψm xα ) frmin,m (x) dx.
m

0

(2.26)

As indicated by (2.26), we need to find LIm∗ +σ 2 (a) to obtain P2 (τ ). Based on (2.24), we obtain
LIm∗ +σ 2 (a) as
h
i
∗
2
LIm∗ +σ 2 (a) = EIm∗ e−a(Im +σ )
h
i
2
∗
= e−aσ EIm∗ e−aIm
h
i
−α
dθ dr
1−Eh̄ e−h̄aPm Gm (θ )r

(c) −aσ 2 −λm

R µm

r

R 2π 

2
(d ) −aσ −λm

R µm

r

R 2π

(e) −aσ 2 −λm

R µm

rΩm dr

=e

=e

=e

rmin,m

rmin,m

rmin,m

0

0

 
−M 
aP G (θ )r−α
dθ dr
1− 1+ m mM

,

(2.27)
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where step (c) is obtained based on [127, Cor. (2.3.2)], step (d ) is obtained based on the MGF
of h̄ given in (2.8), step (e) is obtained based on the antenna gain function given in (2.5), and
Ωm is given by
"
Ω m , θm

#
"
#




aPm Gmax,m −M
aPm Gmin,m −M
1− 1+
+ (2π − θm ) 1 − 1 +
. (2.28)
Mrα
Mrα

Analysis of P3 (τ )
In Scenario 3, the power of the received signal at the typical UE is given by S = κs h̄, where
−α
κs = Ps rmin,s
Gmax,s .

(2.29)

The power of the interference at the typical UE is given by
Is∗ ,

∑

Ps rs−α Gs (θ ) h̄.

(2.30)

(rs ,θ )∈Φs /(rmin,s ,θ )

Thus, the SINR at the typical UE in Scenario 3, denoted by γ3 , is given by
γ3 =

κs h̄
.
∑(rs ,θ )∈Φs /(rmin,s ,θ ) Ps rs−α Gs (θ ) h̄ + σ 2

(2.31)

Based on (2.31), we derive P3 (τ ) as

S
> τ|Φs 6= ∅
P3 (τ ) = Pr (Φm = ∅)Pr (Φs 6= ∅)Pr ∗
Is + σ 2


S
= (1 − Bm ) Bs Pr ∗
> τ|Φs 6= ∅
Is + σ 2
"
!#

τ Is∗ + σ 2
= (1 − Bm ) Bs Ermin,s ,Is∗ Pr h̄ >
|Φs 6= ∅
κs
"
k #
ψs
Is∗ +σ 2 ) M−1 ψs I ∗ + σ 2
− −α
(
(g)
s
= (1 − Bm ) Bs Ermin,s ,Is∗ e rmin,s
∑
−αk
k!rmin,s
k =0
"
  #
Z µs M−1
∗
2 α k
−ψs (Is∗ +σ 2 )xα ψs Is + σ x
= (1 − Bm ) Bs
frmin,s (x) dx,
∑ EIs∗ e
k!
0
k =0
(f)



(2.32)

where we define ψs , Mτ/Ps Gmax,s for the convenience of presentation. In (2.32), step ( f )
is obtained based on the independence between Φm and Φs , and step (g) is obtained based on
the CDF of h̄ given in (2.7).
We introduce the Laplace transform of Is∗ + σ 2 to obtain a simpler presentation of P3 (τ ).
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Specifically, the Laplace transform of Is∗ + σ 2 is given by
i
h
2
∗
LIs∗ +σ 2 (a) = EIs∗ e−a(Is +σ ) .

(2.33)

Accordingly, the kth derivative of LIs∗ +σ 2 (a) is given by
h
k i
∗
2
(k )
LI ∗ +σ 2 (a) = EIs∗ e−a(Is +σ ) (−1)k Is∗ + σ 2 .
s

(2.34)

Substituting (2.34) into (2.32), we obtain
M−1

P3 (τ ) = (1 − Bm ) Bs

∑

k =0

1
(−ψs )k
k!

Z µs
0

(k )

xαk LI ∗ +σ 2 (ψs xα ) frmin,s (x) dx.
s

(2.35)

We further derive LIs∗ +σ 2 (a). Based on (2.33), we obtain LIs∗ +σ 2 (a) as
LIs∗ +σ 2 (a)
h
i
2
∗
= e−aσ EIs∗ e−aIs
(h) −aσ 2 −λs

h
i
−α
dθ dr
1−Eh̄ e−h̄aPs Gs (θ )r

R 2π 

R µs

r

2
(i) −aσ −λs

R µs

r

( j ) −aσ 2 −λs

R µs

rΩs dr

=e

=e

=e

rmin,s

rmin,s

rmin,s

0

R 2π
0

 
−M 
aP G (θ )r−α
1− 1+ s sM
dθ dr

,

(2.36)

where step (h) is obtained based on [127, Cor. (2.3.2)], step (i) is obtained based on the MGF
of h̄ given in (2.8), step ( j ) is obtained based on the antenna gain function given in (2.6), and
Ωs is given by
#
"
#




aPs Gmax,s −M
aPs Gmin,s −M
+ (2π − θs ) 1 − 1 +
.
1− 1+
Mrα
Mrα

"
Ω s , θs

(2.37)

Analysis of P4 (τ )
In Scenario 4, the power of the received signal at the typical UE is given by S = κm h̄, where
κm is defined in (2.20). Moreover, the power of the interference at the typical UE is given by
I = Im∗ + Is , where Im∗ is defined in (2.21) and Is is given by
Is ,

∑
(rs ,θ )∈Φs

Ps rs−α Gs (θ ) h̄.

(2.38)
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Thus, the SINR at the typical UE in Scenario 4, denoted by γ4 , is given by
γ4 =

κm h̄
.
−α
P
r
G
θ
(
∑(rm ,θ )∈Φm /(rmin,m ,θ ) m m m ) h̄ + ∑(rs ,θ )∈Φs Ps rs−α Gs (θ ) h̄ + σ 2

(2.39)

Based on (2.39), we derive P4 (τ ) as
P4 (τ )

= Pr (γ4 > τ, Φm 6= ∅, Φs 6= ∅,rmin,s > ρrmin,m )


κm h̄
= Pr ∗
> τ|Φm 6= ∅, Φs 6= ∅, rmin,s > ρrmin,m
Im + Is + σ 2
× Pr (Φm 6= ∅, Φs 6= ∅, rmin,s > ρrmin,m )

= Bs Bm
= Bs Bm
= Bs Bm

Z µm
0

Z µm
0

Z µm
0

!
τ Im∗ + Is + σ 2
1 − Frmin,s (ρx) Pr h̄ >
frmin,m (x) dx
κm
"
 #
∗ + I + σ2 k
M−1 ψ

I
m I ∗ +I +σ 2
m
s
m
− xψ−α
(m s )
1 − Frmin,s (ρx) EIm∗ ,Is e
frmin,m (x) dx
∑
k!x−αk
k =0
"
 #
∗ + I + σ2 k
 M−1
ψm
ψ
I
∗
2
m
s
m
frmin,m (x) dx.
1 − Frmin,s (ρx) ∑ EIm∗ ,Is e− x−α (Im +Is +σ )
k!x−αk
k =0


(2.40)
We now introduce the Laplace transform of Im∗ + Is + σ 2 to obtain a simpler presentation of
P4 (τ ). Specifically, the Laplace transform of Im∗ + Is + σ 2 is given by
h
i
∗
2
LIm∗ +Is +σ 2 (a) = EIm∗ ,Is e−a(Im +Is +σ ) .

(2.41)

Accordingly, the kth derivative of LIm∗ +Is +σ 2 (a) is given by
h
k i
∗
2
(k )
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (a) = EIm∗ ,Is e−a(Im +Is +σ ) (−1)k Im∗ + Is + σ 2 .
m

s

(2.42)
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Substituting (2.42) into (2.40), we obtain
P4 (τ )

= Bs Bm

Z µm
0

1 − Frmin,s (ρx)

 M−1 (−ψm xα )k (k)
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψm xα ) frmin,m (x) dx
∑
s
m
k!
k =0

 M−1 (−ψm xα )k (k)
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψm xα ) frmin,m (x) dx
∑
s
m
k!
0
k =0
!
2 2
Z min( µs ,µm )
ρ
2
1 − e−λs πx ρ M−1 (−ψm xα )k (k)
= Bs
1−
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψm xα ) 2λm πxe−λm πx dx,
∑
s
m
B
k!
0
s
k =0

(k )

= Bs Bm

Z min( µs ,µm )
ρ

1 − Frmin,s (ρx)

(2.43)
µs
ρ,

Here, step (k) is based on the fact that for x >

Frmin,s (ρx) = 1.

As indicated by (2.43), we need to find LIm∗ +Is +σ 2 (a) to obtain P4 (τ ). Based on (2.41), we
obtain LIm∗ +Is +σ 2 (a) as
LIm∗ +Is +σ 2 (a)
h
i


2
∗
= e−aσ EIm∗ e−aIm EIs e−aIs
R


−aσ 2 −λm rµm rΩm dr
min,m
=e
EIs e−aIs

=e
=e
=e

−aσ 2 −λm

R µm

−aσ 2 −λm

R µm

−aσ 2 −λ

R µm

rmin,m

m r
min,m

−aσ 2 −λm

=e

rmin,m

R µm

rmin,m

h
i
−α
dθ dr
1−Eh̄ e−h̄aPs Gs (θ )r

rΩm dr −λs

R µs R 2π 

rΩm dr −λs

R µs R 2π

rΩm dr −λs

R µs

e

rΩm dr−λs

r

0

e

e

r

0

0

R µs
0

0

0

 
−M 
aP G (θ )r−α
dθ dr
1− 1+ s sM

rΩs dr

rΩs dr

,

.

(2.44)

For the convenience of presentation, we define
ρ (τ ) ,

Z min( µs ,µm ) 
ρ
0

Bs − 1 + e−λs πx

2ρ 2



(k )

2

xαk+1 LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψm xα ) e−λm πx dx,
m

s

(2.45)

Thus, P4 is given by
M−1

P4 (τ ) = 2λm π

∑

k =0

1
(−ψm )k ρ (τ ) .
k!

(2.46)

Analysis of P5 (τ )
In Scenario 5, the power of the received signal at the typical UE is given by S = κs h̄, where
κs is defined in (2.29). Moreover, the power of the interference at the typical UE is given by
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I = Is∗ + Im , where Is∗ is defined in (2.30) and Im is given by
Im ,

∑

−α
Pm rm
Gm (θ ) h̄.

(2.47)

(rm ,θ )∈Φm

Thus, the SINR at the typical UE in Scenario 5, denoted by γ5 , is given by
γ5 =

κs h̄
.
−α
−α
Gm (θ ) h̄ + σ 2
∑(rs ,θ )∈Φs /(rmin,s ,θ ) Ps rs Gs (θ ) h̄ + ∑(rm ,θ )∈Φm Pm rm

(2.48)

Based on (2.48), we derive P5 (τ ) as
P5 (τ )


rmin,s
= Pr γ5 > τ, Φs 6= ∅, Φm 6= ∅,rmin,m >
ρ


κs h̄
rmin,s
= Pr ∗
> τ|Φs 6= ∅, Φm 6= ∅, rmin,m >
Is + Im + σ 2
ρ


rmin,s
× Pr Φs 6= ∅, Φm 6= ∅, rmin,m >
ρ
!



Z µs
τ Is∗ + Im + σ 2
x
= Bm Bs
Pr h̄ >
1 − Frmin,m
frmin,s (x) dx
ρ
κs
0
"
 #
 
Z µs 
M−1 ψ I ∗ + I + σ 2 k
s I ∗ +I +σ 2
x
s
m
s
− xψ
(
)
m
EIs∗ ,Im e −α s
frmin,s (x) dx
= Bm Bs
1 − Frmin,m
∑
ρ
k!x−αk
0
k =0
"
 #
  M−1
Z µs 
∗ + I + σ2 k
ψ
I
s I ∗ +I +σ 2
x
s
m
s
− xψ
= Bm Bs
frmin,s (x) dx.
1 − Frmin,m
∑ EIs∗ ,Im e −α ( s m )
ρ
k!x−αk
0
k =0
(2.49)
We now introduce the Laplace transform of Is∗ + Im + σ 2 to obtain a simpler presentation of
P5 (τ ). Specifically, the Laplace transform of Is∗ + Im + σ 2 is given by
h
i
∗
2
LIs∗ +Im +σ 2 (a) = EIs∗ ,Im e−a(Is +Im +σ ) .

(2.50)

Accordingly, the kth derivative of LIs∗ +Im +σ 2 (a) is given by
(k )

h
i
k ∗
−a(Is∗ +Im +σ 2 )
2 k
∗
a
=
E
e
−1
I
+
I
+
σ
.
(
)
(
)
Is ,Im
m
2
s
m +σ

LI ∗ +I
s

(2.51)
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Substituting (2.51) into (2.49), we obtain
P5 (τ )
  M−1
x
(−ψs xα )k (k)
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψs xα ) frmin,s (x) dx
= Bm Bs
1 − Frmin,m
∑
m
s
ρ
k!
0
k =0
  M−1
Z min(µm ρ,µs ) 
(l )
x
(−ψs xα )k (k)
= Bm Bs
1 − Frmin,m
LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψs xα ) frmin,s (x) dx
∑
m
s
ρ
k!
0
k =0


2
− λm πx
Z min(µm ρ,µs )
M−1
ρ2
2
1
−
e
(−ψs xα )k (k)


LI ∗ +I +σ 2 (ψs xα ) 2λs πxe−λs πx dx,
= Bm
1−
∑
m
s
B
k!
0
m
k =0
Z µs 

(2.52)
Here, step (l ) is based on the fact that for x > µm ρ, Frmin,m

 
x
ρ

= 1.

As indicated by (2.52), we need to find LIs∗ +Im +σ 2 (a) to obtain P5 (τ ). Based on (2.50), we
obtain LIs∗ +Im +σ 2 (a) as
h
i


2
∗
LIs∗ +Im +σ 2 (a) = e−aσ EIs∗ e−aIs EIm e−aIm
R


−aσ 2 −λs rµs rΩs dr
min,s
=e
EIm e−aIm

=e
=e
=e
=e

−aσ 2 −λs

R µs

−aσ 2 −λs

R µs

−aσ 2 −λ

R µs

−aσ 2 −λ

rmin,s

rmin,s

s r
min,s

R µs

s r
min,s

h
i
−α
dθ dr
1−Eh̄ e−h̄aPm Gm (θ )r

rΩs dr −λm

R µm R 2π 

rΩs dr −λm

R µm R 2π

rΩs dr −λm

R µm

e

rΩs dr−λm

r

0

e

e

r

0

0

R µm
0

0

0

 
−M 
aP G (θ )r−α
dθ dr
1− 1+ m mM

rΩm dr

rΩm dr

,

.

(2.53)

For the convenience of presentation, we define
ϖ (τ ) ,

Z min(µs ,ρ µm ) 
0

− λm πx
2

Bm − 1 + e

2



ρ

(k )
α −λs πx2
dx,
∗
2 (ψs x ) e
m +Is +σ

xαk+1 LI

(2.54)

1
(−ψs )k ϖ (τ ) .
k!

(2.55)

Thus, P5 is given by
M−1

P5 (τ ) = 2λs π

∑

k =0

Substituting (2.26), (2.35), (2.46), and (2.55) into (2.19), we obtain the exact rate coverage
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Table 2.1: Parameters Used in Subchapter 2.3

Parameters
Pm & Ps
λm , λs , & λu
µm & µs
ωm & ωs
θm & θs
Gmax,m & Gmax,s
Gmin,m & Gmin,s
As
α
σ2
Sm & Ss

Value
50 & 30 dBm
10−5 , 10−3 , & 10−1 /m2
200 & 50 m
0.6 & 0.5
0.1 & 0.2 rad
4 × 103 & 103
1&1
1
2.2
1
1010 & 1010 Hz

probability of the network, Pc , which is given by
M−1

Pc = (1 − Bs ) Bm

∑

(−εm )k
k!

k =0
M−1

Z µm
0

(k )

xαk LI ∗ +σ 2 (εm xα ) frmin,m (x) dx
m

(−εs )k µs αk (k)
+ (1 − Bm ) Bs ∑
x LI ∗ +σ 2 (εs xα ) frmin,s (x) dx
s
k!
0
k =0


M−1
M−1
(−εs )k  δSLs
(−εm )k  δSLm
ρ 2 m − 1 + 2λs π ∑
ϖ 2 s −1 ,
+ 2λm π ∑
k!
k!
k =0
k =0
Z

(2.56)

 δ Lm

 δ Ls

where εm = M 2 Sm − 1 /Pm Gmax,m and εs = M 2 Ss − 1 /Ps Gmax,s . This result allows
us to investigate the impact of the bias factor and other network parameters on Pc . We note
that a closed-form expression for Pc is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain, due to
the consideration of PPPs in the network, as mentioned in Chapter 1.1. Indeed, integral-form
expressions are widely used to evaluate the coverage performance of HetNets, e.g., [49, 50, 58,
125].

2.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this subchapter, we present numerical results to examine the impact of load balancing and
network parameters on the performance. The number of samples in the Monte Carlo simulation
in this Chapter is 106 . Unless otherwise specified, the parameters used in this subchapter are
summarized in Table 2.1.
First, we examine the impact of the LoS low-power BS density, λs , and the bias factor, As ,
on the association probabilities, Ptm and Pts , in Fig. 2.2. By comparing analytical curves with
the Monte Carlo simulation points marked by ‘M’, we observe that our analytical expressions
for Ptm and Pts , given in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively, precisely agree with simulations. This
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Figure 2.2: The association probabilities, Ptm and Pts , versus the bias factor, As , for different values of
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Figure 2.3: The loads, Ls and Lm , versus the bias factor, As , for different values of λs .

corroborates the accuracy of (2.14) and (2.15). Moreover, we observe that the limit value of
Ptm as As grows large for λs = 10−3 /m2 is lower than that for λs = 2 × 10−4 /m2 . This can
be analytically explained based on (2.14). Specifically, we find from (2.14) that limAs →∞ Ptm =
Bm (1 − Bs ). When λs increases, there are more LoS low-power BSs available in the network
and thus, Bs increases and limAs →∞ Ptm decreases.
Second, we examine the impact of the LoS low-power BS density, λs , and the bias factor,
As , on the loads of a low-power BS and a high-power BS, Ls and Lm , in Fig. 2.3. We observe
that Ls increases when As increases, while Lm decreases when As increases. Specifically, when
λs = 10−3 /m2 and As increases from 1 to 10 and then to 100, Ls increases from 20.84 to 38.91
and then to 48.26 and Lm decreases from 3492.29 to 1328.60 and then to 205.42. Moreover,
we observe that Ls and Lm decrease when λs increases. This is due to the fact that, given that
the number of UEs is constant, the load of each BS decreases when the number of low-power
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Figure 2.4: The loads, Ls and Lm , versus the bias factor, As , for different values of λm .
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Figure 2.5: The rate coverage probability, Pc , versus the rate threshold, δ , for different values of θs ,
when λs = 8 × 10−2 /m2 and λm = 10−3 /m2 .

BSs increases.
Third, we examine the impact of the LoS high-power BS density, λm , and the bias factor, As ,
on the loads of a low-power BS and a high-power BS, Ls and Lm , in Fig. 2.4. Again, we observe
that Ls increases when As increases, while Lm decreases when As increases. Specifically, when
λm = 5 × 10−5 /m2 and As increases from 1 to 10 and then to 100, Ls increases from 4.02
to 20.58 and then to 42.47 and Lm decreases from 1101.81 to 705.85 and then to 179.97.
Moreover, we observe that Ls and Lm decrease when λm increases. This is due to the fact that,
given that the number of UEs is constant, the load of each BS decreases when the number of
high-power BSs increases.
Fourth, we examine the impact of θs and θm on the rate coverage probability, Pc . We first
validate our analytical expression for Pc by observing the exact match between the analytical
curves and the Monte Carlo simulation points marked by ‘’ in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. More-
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Figure 2.7: The rate coverage probability based on the sectored gain model and the rate coverage
probability based on the actual gain, versus the rate threshold, δ , for different values of Ps , Nm , and Ns ,
where Nm and Ns are the numbers of elements in the uniform linear array at each high-power BS and
low-power BS, respectively.

over, we observe that the rate coverage probability based on the sectored gain model closely
approximates the rate coverage probability based on the actual gain in Fig. 2.7. Furthermore,
we observe that Pc improves when the beam becomes narrower. Specifically, Fig. 2.5 illustrates that Pc increases when θs decreases and Fig. 2.6 illustrates that Pc increases when θm
decreases. This is expected since the narrower the beam, the less interference caused by BSs.
Fifth, we examine the impact of λs and λm on the rate coverage probability, Pc . We observe
from Fig. 2.8 that deploying more low-power BSs profoundly improves the rate coverage
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performance when the beam is narrow. Specifically, for δ = 109 bits per second, Pc increases
from 0.43 to 0.51 and then to 0.70 when λs increases from 10−3 /m2 to 10−2.5 /m2 and then
to 10−2 /m2 . Moreover, we observe from Fig. 2.9 that deploying more high-power BSs also
improves the rate coverage performance. Specifically, for δ = 109 bits per second, Pc increases
from 0.93 to 0.96 and then to 0.99 when λm increases from 10−3.3 /m2 to 10−3 /m2 and then
to 10−2.5 /m2 .
Finally, we examine the optimal value of As which maximizes Pc . We first observe from
Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 that Pc with As > 1 is larger than Pc with As = 1, which confirms
that the rate coverage performance is improved when offloading more UEs to low-power BSs.
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Moreover, we observe that Pc first increases and then decreases when As increases. This implies
the existence of the optimal value of As which maximizes Pc . Particularly, the optimal As can
be numerically found using our analysis. Furthermore, we observe from Fig. 2.11 that the
optimal As decreases when λs increases. This is due to the fact that deploying more low-power
BSs helps to offload more UEs to low-power BSs, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we examined the impact of load balancing on the rate coverage performance in
a two-tier mmWave cellular HetNet. Importantly, the unique features of mmWave networks,
e.g., the extremely narrow beams at BSs and the vulnerability of networks to blocking, were
addressed by adopting the sectored antenna gain model and the LoS ball model, respectively.
For the considered mmWave cellular HetNet, we first analyzed the loads of the macro BS and
the low-power BS. Then we derived a new exact expression for the rate coverage probability experienced by the typical UE in the network. This expression facilitated us to identify
the impact of the bias factor on the rate coverage probability. Using numerical results, we
demonstrated the correctness of our analytical expressions and evaluated the impact of various
network parameters on the coverage performance of the network.

Chapter 3

Coverage Analysis of Relay Assisted
mmWave Networks with Spatial
Correlation

As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, one of the most pressing challenges for mmWave cellular networks is to enhance the coverage performance, due to the fact that mmWave is extremely sensitive to blockage. One promising strategy to enhance the coverage performance is to introduce
relays to circumvent the blockage. Thus, in this chapter, we consider a relay assisted mmWave
cellular network. Specifically, we allow idle UEs to function as relays and analyze the coverage
performance of the network. Similar to Chapter 2, we model the system using the stochastic
geometry based approach described in Chapter 1.1 to obtain tractable analytical results on the
system-level coverage probability. Based on the system model, we propose a new analytical
framework to derive the SINR coverage probability of the network. In this framework, we
consider: 1) generalized Nakagami-M fading, 2) interference, 3) selection combining at destination UEs, and 4) spatial correlation. The accuracy of our analytical results is validated
using numerical results. We also show the benefit of introducing relays for coverage performance enhancement. Furthermore, we find that the optimal BS density maximizing the SINR
coverage probability can be determined through our analysis.
This chapter is organized as follows: Subchapter 3.1 describes the system model of the
considered relay assisted mmWave cellular network. Subchapter 3.2 presents the analysis of
the SINR coverage probability of the considered network. Subchapter 3.3 presents numerical results to evaluate the impact of spatial correlation and network parameters on the SINR
coverage probability. Finally, Subchapter 3.4 presents a summary of this chapter.

3.1

Relay Assisted mmWave Cellular Network

In this chapter, we consider a relay assisted mmWave cellular network where BSs communicate
with UEs. In this network, we assume that there are three types of UEs:
47
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Figure 3.1: The two transmission modes of the considered relay assisted mmWave cellular network.

• Destination UEs which are the UEs that require downlink data from BSs.
• Uplink UEs which are the UEs that transmit uplink data to BSs.
• Relay UEs which are idle UEs that function as relays (or equivalently, D2D transmitters)
to help the transmission between a BS and a destination UE.
As depicted in Fig. 3.1, there are two transmission modes in the considered network:
• Direct mode where the BS transmits data to the destination UE directly.
• Relay mode where the BS first transmits data to the relay UE and then the relay UE
forwards data to the destination UE.
Specifically, the relay mode serves as a backup option when the direct mode fails, i.e., the
SINR of the direct link from the BS to the destination UE is below a given SINR threshold.

3.1.1

Locations of BSs and UEs

We assume that the locations of BSs, relay UEs, and destination UEs follow three PPPs on
R2 , the densities of which are denoted by λ̂b , λ̂r , and λ̂d , respectively. In this chapter, we
randomly select one destination UE, refer to it as the typical destination UE, and establish a
polar coordinate system with the typical destination UE at the origin, o. Based on the Slivnyak
theorem [58], the conclusions drawn for the typical destination UE can be extended to other
destination UEs.
We note that mmWave communications is extremely sensitive to blockage [4]. Moreover,
the diffraction of mmWave propagation is weak due to the used high frequencies. Thus, in this
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chapter we only consider LoS links as in [123, 134]. To model the spatial distribution of LoS
BSs and LoS relay UEs, we adopt an accurate and simple LoS ball model as in [48, 116, 123].
As per this model, the probability of a channel being LoS, PLoS (`), is a function of the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, `. Mathematically, PLoS (`) is given by

ρ ,
b
PLoS (`) =
0,

if 0 < ` < rb ,

(3.1)

otherwise,

for BSs, where rb is the radius of the BS LoS ball and 0 ≤ ρb ≤ 1 is the LoS probability of
BSs. Similarly, PLoS (`) is given by

ρ ,
u
PLoS (`) =
0,

if 0 < ` < ru ,

(3.2)

otherwise,

for relay UEs, where ru is the radius of the relay UE LoS ball and 0 ≤ ρu ≤ 1 is the LoS
probability of relay UEs. According to the thinning theorem [127, Prop. (1.3.5)], the LoS BSs
follow a PPP Φb with density λb , ρb λ̂b within the circular area B (o, rb ). Similarly, the LoS
relay UEs follow another PPP Φr with density λr , ρu λ̂r within the circular area B (o, ru ). We
denote the set of LoS BSs by Φb = {b0 , b1 , b2 , . . .}, where b0 is the associated BS, bk is the kth
interfering BS, and k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}.

3.1.2 Directional Gains
We assume that an Nb element uniform linear antenna array is adopted at each BS and an Nu
element uniform linear antenna array is adopted at each UE. At BSs, highly directional beams
are assumed to be adopted to combat the high path loss of mmWave transmission. Then we
note that destination UEs often experience rapid rotational movements. Thus, we assume that
the typical destination UE does not leverage directional beams to avoid the beam misalignment
caused by rapid rotational movements. Instead, it adopts selection combining to choose the
signal with the maximum SINR, out of Nu received SINRs at Nu antennas. Furthermore, we
assume that relay UEs leverage directional beams since relay UEs are idle such that they do
not experience rapid rotational movements.
To characterize the mmWave transmission in the network, we adopt the sectored directional
gain model [48, 49, 126] which incorporates key characteristics including the beamwidth, main
lobe gain, and side lobe gain. Under the assumption that an Nb element uniform linear antenna
array is adopted at each BS, the actual antenna array gain pattern of bk is given by


sin2 Nb ζ2b
  ,
Gbk ,act (ε ) =
sin2 ζ2b

(3.3)
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where ζb =

2π
λ db cos (ε ) + βb ,

λ is the wavelength, db is the distance between elements, ε

is the angle, and βb is the relative phase between elements [123]. Its corresponding sectored
antenna model Gbk is given by

G , if |θ | ≤ 1 θ ,
B
o
2 b
Gbk =
G , otherwise,
b

(3.4)

where the main lobe gain, GB , the side lobe gain, Gb , and the beamwidth, θb , are assumed to
be the maximum gain, the first minor maximum gain, and the half power beamwidth of (3.3),
respectively, and θo is the angle off the boresight direction [123].
Similarly, under the assumption that an Nu element uniform linear antenna array is adopted
at each relay UE, the actual antenna array gain pattern of each relay UE is given by


sin2 Nu ζ2u
  ,
Ge,act (ε ) =
sin2 ζ2u
where ζu =

2π
λ du cos (ε ) + βu ,

(3.5)

du is the distance between elements, and βu is the relative phase

between elements [123]. Its corresponding sectored antenna model Ge is given by

G ,
U
Ge =
G ,
u

if |θo | ≤ 12 θu ,

(3.6)

otherwise,

where the main lobe gain, GU , the side lobe gain, Gu , and the beamwidth, θu , are assumed to
be the maximum gain, the first minor maximum gain, and the half power beamwidth of (3.5),
respectively [123].
Here, we model θo as a uniform random variable between −π and π. Thus, the probability
mass function of Gbk is given by

G , with probability (w. p.)
B
Gbk =
G , w. p. 1 − θb .
b
2π

θb
2π ,

(3.7)

Similarly, the probability mass function of the directional gain of relay UEs, Ge , is given by

G ,
U
Ge =
G ,
u

w. p.

θu
2π ,

(3.8)

θu
.
w. p. 1 − 2π

Furthermore, we define the directional gain from bk to the relay UE as Gbk r , Gbk Ge . Thus,
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the probability mass function of Gbk r is given by

Gbk r =




GB GU ,



GB Gu ,

w. p.



Gb GU ,




G G ,
b u



θb
θu
w. p. 1 − 2π
2π ,



θb
θu
w. p. 1 − 2π
1 − 2π
.

w. p.

θb θu
,
4π 2

θb
θu
1
−
2π
2π ,

(3.9)

3.1.3 Association Strategy
We assume that all BSs have the same transmit power, Pb , and all relay UEs and uplink UEs
have the same transmit power, Pu . We then assume that the maximum signal strength association strategy is applied in the network. Thus, in the direct mode, the destination UE always
associates with its nearest LoS BS, while in the relay mode, the destination UE always associates with its nearest LoS relay UE and the associated relay UE always associates with the
associated relay UE’s nearest LoS BS [118]. Thus, throughout this chapter, the link from the
associated BS to the typical destination UE is referred to as the direct link, the link from the
associated BS to the associated relay UE is referred to as the BR link, and the link from the
associated relay UE to the typical destination UE is referred to as the RD link. We denote the
distances of the direct link, the BR link, and the RD link by `bd , `br , and `rd , respectively. If
Φb 6= 0,
/ the PDF of `bd is the same as the PDF of `br , which is given by
2

2πλb xe−πλb x
f`bd (x) = f`br (x) =
,
Ξb

(3.10)

2

where Ξb , Pr (Φb 6= 0/ ) = 1 − e−πλb rb and 0 < x < rb [127]. Similarly, if Φr 6= 0,
/ the PDF of
`rd is given by
2

2πλr xe−πλr x
f`rd (x) =
,
Ξr

(3.11)

2

where Ξr , Pr (Φr 6= 0/ ) = 1 − e−πλr ru and 0 < x < ru .

3.1.4 SINR Formulation
In this subchapter, we first characterize the interference from the BS to the destination UE,
the interference from the BS to the relay UE, and the interference from the relay UE to the
destination UE. Then we formulate the SINRs between two nodes based on the interference
characterization.
We assume that frequency division duplex is adopted, i.e., downlink frequency band and
uplink frequency band are non-overlapping. Thus, the transmission using the downlink frequency band and the transmission using the uplink frequency band do not interfere with each
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other. In this network, we clarify that there are three types of transmitters:
• BSs that transmit to destination UEs in the direct mode and relay UEs in the relay mode.
• Relay UEs that transmit to destination UEs.
• Uplink UEs that transmit uplink data to BSs.
Similar to [118], we assume that BSs transmit using the downlink frequency band, while relay
UEs and uplink UEs transmit using the uplink frequency band. Thus, the transmission from
BSs and the transmissions from relay UEs and uplink UEs do not interfere with each other,
but the transmission from relay UEs and the transmission from uplink UEs interfere with each
other. It follows that in the direct link and the BR link, the interference solely comes from
other BSs. Differently, in the RD link, the interference comes from not only other relay UEs
but also uplink UEs.
We emphasize that not all relay UEs and uplink UEs interfere with the RD link. It is widely
acknowledged that in a cellular network, network resources must be divided into multiple subchannels to enable multiple access. In this chapter, we assume that the UEs using the same subchannel interfere with each other, while the UEs using different sub-channels do not. Thus,
in the RD link, only the relay UEs and uplink UEs which use the same sub-channel as the
associated relay UE cause interference. In the following, we define all interfering relay UEs
and uplink UEs as interfering UEs. In order to model the distribution of all interfering UEs,
we define a multiplexing factor, ρ, which represents the average number of interfering UEs on
each sub-channel within the cell [118]. Considering the distribution of BSs, the distribution of
LoS interfering UEs can be modeled by a homogeneous PPP with density λi , ρu ρ λ̂b within
the circular area B (o, ru ), Φi = {i1 , i2 , . . .}, where ik is the kth interfering UE and k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}.
Based on the aforementioned interference characterization, we obtain that the SINR at
antenna n in the direct link, denoted by γbd,n where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nu }, is written as
γbd,n =

2
Pb GB `−η
bd |hnb0 |
−η
2
∑ Pb Gbk `bk d |hnbk | + σ 2

,

(3.12)

bk ∈Φ̃b

where Φ̃b , Φb \ {b0 } denotes the set of LoS BSs excluding b0 , `bk d is the distance between bk
and the typical destination UE, η ≥ 2 is the path loss exponent, hnbl is the small scale fading
from bl to antenna n, l ∈ {0, k}, and σ 2 is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at antenna n. In this chapter, we assume that hnbl is subject to i.i.d. Nakagami-M
fading. By defining h̄nbl , |hnbl |2 , we find that h̄nbl follows the Gamma
distribution
with the


1
1
shape parameter Mbd and the scale parameter Mbd , i.e., h̄nbl ∼ Γ Mbd , Mbd . Under the
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assumption that Mbd is a positive integer [49, 123], the MGF of h̄nbl is given by

Mh̄nbl (s) = 1 −

s
Mbd

−Mbd
.

(3.13)

Moreover, as given in [135, Lemma 1], the CDF of h̄nbl can be tightly lower bounded by
Fh̄nbl (x) = 1 − e
where αbd = Mbd (Mbd !)

− M1

−Mbd x

Mbd −1

∑

ω =0

M
(Mbd x)ω
> 1 − e−αbd x bd ,
ω!

(3.14)

.

bd

In the BR link, the SINR at the relay UE, denoted by γbr , is written as
Pb GB GU `−η
br h̄b0

γbr =

,

−η
∑ Pb Gbk r `bk r h̄bk + σ 2

(3.15)

bk ∈Φ̃b

where `bk r is the distance between bk and the relay UE, h̄bl is the small scale fading gain
between bl and the relay UE, l ∈ {0, k}. In this chapter, we assume that h̄bl is subject to
i.i.d. Gamma distribution with the shape parameter Mbr and the scale parameter M1br , i.e.,


h̄bl ∼ Γ Mbr , M1br . Under the assumption that Mbr is a positive integer [49, 123], the MGF
of h̄bl is given by

Mh̄bl (s) = 1 −

s
Mbr

−Mbr
.

(3.16)

Moreover, as given in [135, Lemma 1], the CDF of h̄bl can be tightly lower bounded by
Fh̄bl (x) = 1 − e−Mbr x
where αbr = Mbr (Mbr !)

− M1

br

Mbr −1

∑

ω =0

M
(Mbr x)ω
> 1 − e−αbr x br ,
ω!

(3.17)

.

In the RD link, the SINR at antenna n, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nu }, denoted by γrd,n , is written as
γrd,n =

Pu GU `−η
rd h̄nr
−η
∑ Pu Ge `ik d h̄nik + σ 2

,

(3.18)

ik ∈Φi

where `ik d is the distance between the kth interfering UE and the destination UE, h̄nr is the
small scale fading gain from the relay UE to antenna n, h̄nik is the small scale fading from ik to
antenna n. In this chapter, we assume that h̄nr and h̄nik are subject to i.i.d. Gamma
distribution


1
with the shape parameter Mrd and the scale parameter Mrd , i.e., h̄nr ∼ Γ Mrd , M1rd and


h̄nik ∼ Γ Mrd , M1rd . Under the assumption that Mrd is a positive integer [49, 123], the MGF
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of h̄nr and h̄nik is given by

Mh̄nr (s) = Mh̄nik (s) = 1 −

s
Mrd

−Mrd
.

(3.19)

Moreover, as given in [135, Lemma 1], the CDF of h̄nr and h̄nik can be tightly lower bounded
by
Fh̄nr (x) = Fh̄nik (x) = 1 − e−Mrd x
where αrd = Mrd (Mrd !)

− M1

rd

Mrd −1

∑

ω =0

M
(Mrd x)ω
> 1 − e−αrd x rd ,
ω!

(3.20)

. In the analysis presented in Subchapter 3.2, we adopt the

lower bounds of Fh̄nbl (x), Fh̄bl (x), Fh̄nik (x), and Fh̄nr (x), since these lower bounds enable us
to derive the SINR coverage probability when the Nakagami-M fading parameters are higher
than one.
By observing (3.12) and (3.18), we find that the interference signals at the Nu UE antennas are correlated due to the common interfering BSs’ location or the common interfering
UEs’ location. Also, the desired signals at the Nu UE antennas are correlated due to the common associated BS’ location or the common associated relay UE’s location. Despite that both
interference signals and desired signals are correlated in wireless networks, these spatial correlations are often ignored in the existing studies on mmWave systems to simplify the analysis.
To overcome this, we address the spatial correlation when analyzing the coverage performance
of the network considered in this chapter.

3.2 SINR Coverage Probability Analysis
In this subchapter, we derive the SINR coverage probability of the considered network, PNu (τ ).
Here, PNu (τ ) is defined as the probability that the SINR at the Nu -antenna typical destination
UE is higher than a given SINR threshold, τ. As aforementioned, we derive PNu (τ ) by considering spatial correlation at the destination UE. This mandates a new and challenging analytical
framework for the SINR coverage probability, as pointed out in [136]. Furthermore, we aim
to answer an open question in mmWave cellular networks: “Is the analysis error caused by
ignoring spatial correlation acceptable?” To answer this question, we also derive the SINR
coverage probability for the case where spatial correlation is ignored, which enables us to
compare the two coverage probabilities in Subchapter 3.3.
We assume that the half-duplex DF relay protocol is adopted. Thus, in the relay mode, the
SINR at the typical destination UE is higher than τ when both the SINR of the BR link and
the SINR of the RD link are higher than τ. We denote the SINR coverage probability of the
direct link, the BR link, and the RD link as PNu ,bd (τ ), Pbr (τ ), and PNu ,rd (τ ), respectively.
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This allows us to express PNu (τ ) as
PNu (τ ) = 1 − [1 − PNu ,bd (τ )] [1 − Pbr (τ ) PNu ,rd (τ )] .

(3.21)

We next derive and present PNu ,bd (τ ), Pbr (τ ), and PNu ,rd (τ ) in Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3,
respectively.

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumption that Fh̄nbl (x) is approximated as (1 − e−αbd x )
SINR coverage probability of the direct link is derived as
PNu ,bd (τ ) =Ξb

Nu

∑ (−1)

κ +1

κ =1

×

 
Nu
κ j1 + j2 +···∑
+ jM

e

b B

, the

βbd
bd

=κ

Z rb ταbd Ωbd σ 2
Rr
− P G x−η −2πλb x b `(1−vbd (`))d`
0

Mbd

f`bd (x) dx,

(3.22)

where j1 , j2 , . . . , jMbd are nonnegative integers, Ωbd is defined as Ωbd , j1 + 2 j2 + · · · +
Mbd jMbd , δbd is defined as
δbd ,

αbd τ
,
Pb GB `−η
bd

(3.23)

βbd is defined as
 
 


κ
κ − j1
κ − j1 − · · · − jMbd −1
Mbd j1
···
j1
j2
jMbd
1

 j2 
 jM
bd
Mbd
Mbd
×
···
(−1) j1 + j2 +···+ jMbd +Ωbd ,
2
Mbd

βbd ,

(3.24)

and vbd (`) is defined as
θb
vbd (`) ,
2π

Mbd 

∏

q=1

qδbd Pb GB `−η
1+
Mbd

−Mbd jq




−Mbd jq
θb Mbd
qδbd Pb Gb `−η
+ 1−
1+
.
2π q∏
Mbd
=1
(3.25)


Proof: See Appendix A.1.

Theorem 3.2. Under the assumption that the CDF of h̄bl is approximated as (1 − e−αbr x )

Mbr

,

the SINR coverage probability of the BR link is derived as
Pbr (τ ) = Ξb

Mbr

∑ (−1)

j =1

j +1


Z r
R rb
b
η 2
Mbr
e−ψx σ −2πλb x `Ωb d` f`br (x) dx,
j
0

(3.26)
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where ψ ,

jαbr τ
Pb GB GU

and Ωb is defined as

#


"

ψxη Pb Gb GU −Mbr
θu
θb
Ωb ,
1− 1+
1−
2π
2π
Mbr `η
#




"
θb
ψxη Pb Gb Gu −Mbr
θu
+ 1−
1− 1+
1−
2π
2π
Mbr `η
#



"
θb
ψxη Pb GB Gu −Mbr
θu
+
1− 1+
1−
2π
2π
Mbr `η
"
#


θb θu
ψxη Pb GB GU −Mbr
+
1− 1+
.
2π 2π
Mbr `η

(3.27)


Proof: See Appendix A.2.
Theorem 3.3. Under the assumption that Fh̄nr (x) is approximated as (1 − e−αrd x )
SINR coverage probability of the RD link is derived as
PNu ,rd (τ ) = Ξr

Nu

∑ (−1)

κ +1

κ =1

×

 
Nu
κ j1 + j2 +···∑
+ jM

rd

Z ru ταrd Ωrd σ 2
R
− P G x−η −2πλi 0ru `(1−vrd (`))d`
u

e

U

0

Mrd

, the

βrd
=κ

f`rd (x) dx,

(3.28)

where j1 , j2 , . . . , jMrd are nonnegative integers, Ωrd is defined as
Ωrd , j1 + 2 j2 + · · · + Mrd jMrd ,

(3.29)

δrd is defined as
δrd ,

αrd τ
,
Pu GU `−η
rd

(3.30)

βrd is defined as
 
 


κ
κ − j1
κ − j1 − · · · − jMrd −1
Mrd j1
βrd ,
···
j1
j2
jMrd
1

 j2 
 jM
rd
Mrd
Mrd
×
···
(−1) j1 + j2 +···+ jMrd +Ωrd ,
2
Mrd

(3.31)

and vrd (`) is defined as
θu
vrd (`) ,
2π

Mrd 

∏

q=1

qδrd Pu GU `−η
1+
Mrd

−Mrd jq




−Mrd jq
θu Mrd
qδrd Pu Gu `−η
+ 1−
1+
.
2π q∏
Mrd
=1
(3.32)
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters Used in Subchapter 3.3

Parameter
BS transmit power, Pb
UE transmit power, Pu
Noise power, σ 2
Number of antennas at each BS, Nb
Number of antennas at each UE, Nu
Path loss exponent, η
Nakagami-M fading parameters, Mbd , Mbr , Mrd
BS LoS ball radius, rb
UE LoS ball radius, ru
BS LoS probability, ρb
UE LoS probability, ρu
LoS BS density, λb
LoS relay UE density, λr
Multiplexing factor, ρ

Value
35 dBm
25 dBm
0 dBm
10
4
2.4
2
100 m
20 m
0.9
0.63
0.0002/m2
0.002/m2
0.9



Proof: See Appendix A.3.

We now examine the case where spatial correlation is ignored. In this case, the SINRs
received at the Nu antennas of the destination UE are assumed to be independent with each
other. Thus, when spatial correlation is ignored, the SINR coverage probability of the direct
link, P̂Nu ,bd (τ ), is given by
P̂Nu ,bd (τ ) = 1 − (1 − P1,bd (τ ))Nu ,

(3.33)

and the SINR coverage probability of the RD link, P̂Nu ,rd (τ ), is given by
P̂Nu ,rd (τ ) = 1 − (1 − P1,rd (τ ))Nu .

(3.34)

Therefore, when spatial correlation is ignored, the probability that the SINR at the Nu -antenna
typical destination UE is higher than τ, P̂Nu (τ ), is obtained as



P̂Nu (τ ) = 1 − 1 − P̂Nu ,bd (τ ) 1 − Pbr (τ ) P̂Nu ,rd (τ ) .

(3.35)

The difference between (3.21) and (3.35) indicates that spatial correlation imposes a profound
impact on the SINR coverage probability of the Nu -antenna destination UE. This will be further
examined in Subchapter 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the SINR threshold, τ, for different values
of Nu , when η = 2, Pb = 30 dBm, Pu = 20 dBm, and Nb = 16.
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Figure 3.3: The SINR coverage probability based on the sectored gain model and the SINR coverage
probability based on the actual gain, versus the SINR threshold, τ, for different values of Pu , Nb , and
Nu .

3.3 Numerical Results and Discussions
In this subchapter, we present numerical results to evaluate the impact of spatial correlation
and network parameters on the SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ). The number of samples
in the Monte Carlo simulation in this Chapter is 106 . The values of the parameters used in this
subchapter are summarized in Table 3.1, unless otherwise specified.
First, we examine the impact of spatial correlation on PNu (τ ). We observe from Fig. 3.2
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Figure 3.4: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the number of antennas at each BS, Nb ,
for different values of τ, when Nu = 2.

that our analysis given by (3.21) matches the simulations very well, which confirms that (3.21)
is an accurate approximation. Moreover, we observe that the SINR coverage probability based
on the sectored gain model closely approximates the SINR coverage probability based on the
actual gain in Fig. 3.3. Furthermore, we observe that ignoring spatial correlation leads to
severe overestimation of the SINR coverage probability, which is evident when comparing
the analysis ignoring spatial correlation, given by (3.35), with Monte Carlo simulation points.
Specifically, when τ = 14 dB and Nu = 8, P̂Nu (τ ) is 0.83 while the simulation shows that the
actual SINR coverage probability is 0.51. Indeed, spatial correlation significantly reduces the
probability of successful reception at the destination UE, thus cannot be ignored.
Second, we examine the impact of Nb and Nu on PNu (τ ). We observe from Fig. 3.4 and
Fig. 3.5 that PNu (τ ) significantly increases when Nb increases. For example, we observe from
Fig. 3.5 that when τ = 10 dB and Nb increases from 4 to 8 and then to 16, PNu (τ ) increases
from 0.25 to 0.43 and then to 0.63. This observation is expected because the beamwidth
of BSs, given by θb =

102π
180Nb ,

decreases as Nb increases and BSs with narrower beams cause

less interference. Moreover, we observe from Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 that PNu (τ ) significantly
increases when Nu increases. For example, we observe from Fig. 3.7 that when τ = 10 dB and
Nu increases from 1 to 6 and then to 10, PNu (τ ) increases from 0.36 to 0.77 and then to 0.88.
This observation is expected because the beamwidth of interfering UEs, given by θu =

102π
180Nu ,

decreases as Nu increases and interfering UEs with narrower beams cause less interference.
In order to further examine the analysis error caused by ignoring spatial correlation, we
investigate the minimum number of antennas needed at the destination UE to achieve a given
SINR coverage probability target, ξ , for a given τ. Mathematically, it is expressed as Nmin ,
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Figure 3.5: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the SINR threshold, τ, for different values
of Nb , when Nu = 2.
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Figure 3.6: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the number of antennas at each UE, Nu ,
for different values of τ.

Table 3.2: Nmin versus N̂min for Different Values of ξ

ξ
Nmin
N̂min

60%
4
2

70%
5
3

80%
7
4

90%
12
5

min {Nu : PNu (τ ) > ξ } when spatial correlation is considered. When spatial correlation is
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Figure 3.7: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the SINR threshold, τ, for different values
of Nu .
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Figure 3.8: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the UE transmit power, Pu , for different
values of τ, when Nu = 2.


ignored, the expression is N̂min , min Nu : P̂Nu (τ ) > ξ . Table 3.2 shows Nmin and N̂min for
different ξ when τ = 10 dB. This table confirms the underestimation of the minimum number
of antennas needed when spatial correlation is ignored. For example, when ξ = 90%, if spatial
correlation is ignored, the minimum number of antennas needed is 5. However, the actual
minimum number of antennas needed is 12. Again, this example shows that ignoring spatial
correlation is not acceptable when designing relay assisted mmWave cellular networks.
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Figure 3.9: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the BS transmit power, Pb , for different
values of τ, when Nu = 2.

Third, we examine the impact of Pu and Pb on PNu (τ ). We observe from Fig. 3.8 that
PNu (τ ) increases as Pu increases. Specifically, when τ = 10 dB and Pu increases from 20 dBm
to 30 dBm and then to 40 dBm, PNu (τ ) increases from 0.46 to 0.56 and then to 0.68. This
is due to the fact that γrd,n increases as Pu increases. Moreover, we observe from Fig. 3.9 that
PNu (τ ) increases as Pb increases. Specifically, when τ = 10 dB and Pb increases from 30 dBm
to 40 dBm and then to 50 dBm, PNu (τ ) increases from 0.26 to 0.75 and then to 0.94. This is
due to the fact that both γbd,n and γbr increase as Pb increases.
Fourth, we examine the impact of λb on PNu (τ ). We observe from Fig. 3.10 that PNu (τ )
first increases then decreases as λb increases. This is due to the fact that the impact of deploying
more BSs is twofold. First, the associated BS is closer, which increases the desired signal
power. Second, there are more interfering BSs, which increases the interference power. When
λb increases from 10−4 /m2 , the first impact dominates the second. After λb exceeds a certain
value, which is the optimal BS density, λb∗ , the second impact dominates the first. Thus, we
highlight that λb∗ that maximizes PNu (τ ) can be numerically found with the aid of our analysis.
Specifically, when Nb = 4, 8, and 16, the optimal BS densities are λb∗ = 1.26 × 10−3 /m2 ,
1.58 × 10−3 /m2 , and 1.78 × 10−3 /m2 , respectively.
Finally, we compare the SINR coverage probability without relays with PNu (τ ). We remark that the SINR coverage probability without relays is PNu ,bd (τ ), since without relays, the
relay mode does not exist. We observe from Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 that PNu (τ ) is significantly higher than PNu ,bd (τ ). Specifically, we observe from Fig. 3.11 that when Nu = 8 and
Pb = 35 dBm, PNu (τ ) is 0.83 while PNu ,bd (τ ) is 0.59. This confirms that introducing relays
into a mmWave cellular network vastly improves the SINR coverage probability. Moreover,
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Figure 3.10: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the LoS BS density, λb , for different
values of Nb , when τ = 10 dB.
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Figure 3.11: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the BS transmit power, Pb , for different
values of Nu , when τ = 10 dB.

we observe from Fig. 3.11 that the gain brought by relays, i.e., the gap between PNu (τ ) and
PNu ,bd (τ ), becomes larger when Nu increases from 2 to 8, especially when Pb is not high, e.g.,
Pb = 30 − 40 dBm. This is due to the fact that when Nu increases, the directional gain of relay
UEs, given by GU = Nu , increases. When GU increases, γbr and γrd,n increase. Thus, Pbr (τ )
and PNu ,rd (τ ) increase as Nu increases. Hence, based on (3.21), the gain brought by relays
increases as Nu increases. Furthermore, we observe from Fig. 3.12 that PNu ,bd (τ ) is constant
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Figure 3.12: The SINR coverage probability, PNu (τ ), versus the UE transmit power, Pu , for different
values of Nu , when τ = 10 dB.

when Pu increases, while PNu (τ ) increases when Pu increases. This is due to the fact that
without relays, the relay mode does not exist, i.e., Pu has no impact on PNu ,bd (τ ).

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new analytical framework for the relay assisted mmWave cellular network which adopts selection combining at destination UEs to avoid the misalignment
problem caused by traditional directional combining. Our results showed that ignoring spatial correlation to simplify the analysis is unacceptable, since it leads to severe overestimation
of the SINR coverage probability. Moreover, we examined the impact of network parameters
such as the BS density on the SINR coverage probability and found that the optimal BS density
which maximizes the SINR coverage probability can be determined by using our analysis. Furthermore, our results showed that introducing relays into a mmWave cellular network vastly
improves the SINR coverage performance.

Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Research
Directions

In this chapter, a summary of the conclusions drawn from this thesis is presented followed by
a list of promising future research directions.

4.1

Conclusions

This thesis focused on the analysis and design of mmWave cellular networks. Specifically, two
typical kinds of mmWave cellular networks were considered: 1) mmWave cellular HetNets
and 2) relay assisted mmWave cellular networks.
In Chapter 2, we examined the impact of load balancing on the rate coverage probability
in mmWave cellular HetNets. Specifically, we considered a two-tier mmWave HetNet where
the high-power BSs in the macro-tier and the low-power BSs in the micro-tier co-exist to serve
UEs. We assumed that a bias factor is used in the network to offload UEs to low-power BSs
and characterized the impact of the bias factor on the system-level rate coverage probability.
This characterization was completed in two steps. First, we analyzed the loads of high-power
BSs and low-power BSs. Second, we analyzed the rate coverage probability of the network. In
order to obtain tractable analytical results on the rate coverage probability, we modeled the considered network using the stochastic geometry based approach described in Chapter 1.1. Using
numerical results, we demonstrated the accuracy of our analytical expressions and showed how
the rate coverage probability is affected by the bias factor in various scenarios. Moreover, we
found that the adoption of the bias factor significantly improves the rate coverage probability.
Particularly, the optimal bias factor which maximizes the rate coverage probability can be numerically found using our analysis. Furthermore, we comprehensively examined the impact
of network parameters such as BS beamwidths on the rate coverage probability. We obtained
several insights into the design of mmWave cellular networks. For example, we found that the
rate coverage probability improves when BS beams become narrower.
In Chapter 3, we evaluated the SINR coverage performance of a relay assisted mmWave
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cellular network which consists of multiple BSs, multiple relay UEs, and multiple destination
UEs. In the considered relay assisted mmWave cellular network, the BS transmits data either directly to the destination UE, or indirectly via the relay UE when the direct transmission
fails. We proposed a new analytical framework to derive the SINR coverage probability of the
network. In this framework, we considered: 1) generalized Nakagami-M fading, 2) interference, 3) selection combining at destination UEs, and 4) spatial correlation. In order to obtain
tractable analytical results on the system-level SINR coverage probability, we modeled the
considered network using the stochastic geometry based approach described in Chapter 1.1.
Using numerical results, we demonstrated the correctness of the derived SINR coverage probability. Moreover, we found that ignoring spatial correlation leads to severe overestimation of
the coverage probability, as well as severe underestimation of the minimum number of antennas needed at destination UEs to achieve an SINR coverage probability target. Furthermore,
we examined the impact of network parameters such as the BS density on the SINR coverage
probability and found that the optimal BS density which maximizes the SINR coverage probability can be determined by using our analysis. In the end, we found that introducing relays
into a mmWave cellular network vastly improves the SINR coverage probability and the gain
brought by relays increases when the number of antennas at each UE increases.

4.2 Future Research Directions
In this subchapter, a number of future research directions are identified and listed as follows:
• Integrated mmWave/sub-6 GHz cellular networks: In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we considered mmWave cellular networks. A promising future research direction is to consider
integrated mmWave/sub-6 GHz cellular networks where mmWave communications and
sub-6 GHz communications co-exist [48, 137]. As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, mmWave
communications has extremely high penetration loss, which makes mmWave communications extremely sensitive to blockage and brings serious challenges to the reliability
of mmWave cellular networks. To achieve high reliability, mmWave BSs need to be extremely densely deployed to increase the LoS probability [48, 137]. However, deploying
dense BSs leads to extremely high financial cost for cellular operators. An alternative
method to improve the reliability of mmWave cellular networks is to adopt integrated
mmWave/sub-6 GHz cellular networks, due to the fact that sub-6 GHz communications
is robust to blockage [48, 137]. Specifically, in integrated mmWave/sub-6 GHz cellular
networks, sub-6 GHz communications is used for two major purposes: 1) transmitting
control signals and 2) transmitting data when mmWave communications is not available.
We highlight that the modeling approaches we adopted in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 can
be used to model integrated mmWave/sub-6 GHz cellular networks with a few adjust-
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ments. In addition, the derivation methods we adopted in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 can
be used to derive the rate/SINR coverage probability of integrated mmWave/sub-6 GHz
cellular networks.
• Mobility support in mmWave cellular networks: In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we considered stationary UEs. A promising future research direction is to consider moving
UEs [138, 139, 140]. As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, mobility support is more difficult in
mmWave cellular networks than in traditional sub-6 GHz cellular networks. First, the
received signal strength at a moving UE in mmWave cellular networks can be highly
fluctuating due to the huge amount of blockers in the communication environment. Second, mmWave BSs have small coverage areas. Thus, a moving UE can frequently move
into and out of the coverage areas of mmWave BSs, which triggers frequent handoffs.
We highlight that our study on optimal bias factors in cell association provides valuable
insights into the design of handoff algorithms in mmWave cellular networks.
• Ultra-low latency mmWave cellular networks: In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we considered the coverage performance of mmWave cellular networks. A promising future research direction is to consider the latency performance of mmWave cellular networks [141,
142, 143, 144]. Many of the anticipated applications of future cellular networks have
extreme latency constraints. For example, the applications such as immersive virtual
reality, augmented reality, telesurgery, and real-time cloud/fog computing require endto-end latencies to be less than 10 ms and the applications such as the collision avoidance service for self-driving cars require end-to-end latencies to be less than 1 ms [141].
We highlight that pursuing ultra-low latency is typically under the assumption that the
SINR/rate constraint is met. Our studies in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 provide detailed
SINR/rate performance analysis in mmWave cellular networks.
• Transport layer design of mmWave cellular networks: In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we focused on the physical layer analysis and design of mmWave cellular networks. A promising future research direction is to consider the transport layer design of mmWave cellular
networks [145, 146]. As mentioned in Chapter 1.1, LoS mmWave channels have high
channel capacity, since mmWave channels have high bandwidths. However, mmWave
channels can be highly intermittent due to the vulnerability of mmWave communications to blockage. Such intermittent mmWave channels present unique challenges in
the transport layer. For example, fast transport layer feedback will be needed so that the
congestion control algorithm can quickly adapt to changes in the channel capacity [146].
We highlight that our studies on the SINR performance of mmWave cellular networks
provide valuable insights into the mmWave channel capacity.
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This appendix contains the proofs needed in Chapter 3.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1

We define εn as the event that γbd,n is higher than τ, where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nu }. As per the rules
of selection combining, PNu ,bd (τ ) is written as
PNu ,bd (τ ) = Pr

Nu
[

!
εn

n=1
Nu

=

∑ (−1)κ +1

κ =1


Pr εζ1 ∩ εζ2 ∩ · · · ∩ εζκ .

∑

(A.1)

1≤ζ1 <ζ2 <···<ζκ ≤Nu

We note that in the considered network, the probability of the intersection of κ events,

Pr εζ1 ∩ εζ2 ∩ · · · ∩ εζκ , is the same, regardless of which κ out of Nu events are chosen. Thus,
we rewrite (A.1) as
PNu ,bd (τ ) =

Nu

∑ (−1)

κ +1

κ =1
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Nu
Pr
κ

κ
\
n=1

!
εn .

(A.2)
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Based on (3.12), we derive Pr

κ
T


as

εn

n=1


Pr

κ
\
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εn

n=1

τ
 κ
\
=Ξb Pr 
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n = 1
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#
.
(A.3)

Here, step (m) is achieved by following the binomial theorem and making the assumption that
Fh̄nbl (x) is approximated as (1 − e−αbd x )

Mbd

, while ϑbd is defined as

Mbd jq

ϑbd ,

∑ ∑ qh̄I

q,p ,bk

,

(A.4)

q=1 p=1

where Iq,p ∈ {1, . . . , κ} with q ∈ {1, . . . , Mbd } and p ∈ {1, . . . , jq } and the values of Iq,p differ
from each other. By defining Ψ , ∑ δbd Pb Gbk `−η
bk d ϑbd , we further derive (A.12) as
bk ∈Φ̃b

κ
\

Pr
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h
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.
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(A.5)

k

j1 + j2 +···+ jMbd =κ

To achieve step (n), we find that given Mh̄nbl (s), the MGF of ϑbd is given by
Mbd 

Mϑbd (s) =

∏

q=1

qs
1−
Mbd

−Mbd jq
.

(A.6)

This indicates that given j1 , j2 , . . . , jMbd , the MGF of ϑbd does not change with the values of


Iq,p . We also find that given j1 , j2 , . . . , jMbd , EΦ̃b ,Gb ,ϑbd e−Ψ does not change with the values
k

of Iq,p . Thus, step (n) is achieved due to

∑ EΦ̃ ,G
b

Iq,p

bk

 −Ψ 
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,ϑbd e

 
 



k
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k
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Using (A.6), we derive EΦ̃b ,Gb
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(A.8)

Here, step (o) is achieved by using (A.6). Finally, by substituting (A.5) and (A.8) into (A.2),
we obtain the desired result in (3.22) and complete the proof.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2
Based on (3.15), we derive Pbr (τ ) as
"
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where Ib∗ , ∑ Pb Gbk r `−η
bk r h̄bk . Here, step ( p) is achieved by following the binomial theorem
bk ∈Φ̃b

and making the assumption that the CDF of h̄bl is approximated as (1 − e−αbr x )

Mbr

. We further
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Here, step (q) is achieved as per [127, Cor. (2.3.2)], step (r ) is achieved by using (3.16), and
step (s) is achieved as per (3.9). Finally, we substitute (A.10) into (A.9) to obtain the desired
result in (3.26) and thus, the proof is completed.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3
We define υn as the event that γrd,n is higher than τ, where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nu }. Following the
procedure presented in the proof of Theorem 3.1, PNu ,rd (τ ) is written as
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Here, step (t ) is achieved by following the binomial theorem and making the assumption
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that Fh̄nr (x) is approximated as (1 − e−αrd x )

Mrd

Mrd jq

, while ϑrd is defined as ϑrd , ∑ ∑ qh̄Iq,p ,ik ,
q=1 p=1

where Iq,p ∈ {1, . . . , κ} with q ∈ {1, . . . , Mrd } and p ∈ {1, . . . , jq } and the values of Iq,p differ
from each other. By defining Ψrd , ∑ δrd Pu Ge `−η
ik d ϑrd , we further derive (A.12) as
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To achieve step (u), we find that given Mh̄nik (s), the MGF of ϑrd is given by
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This indicates that given j1 , j2 , . . . , jMrd , the MGF of ϑrd does not change with the values of
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Using (A.14), we derive EΦi ,Ge ,ϑrd e−Ψrd as
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Here, step (v) is achieved by using (A.14). Finally, by substituting (A.13) and (A.16) into
(A.11), we obtain the desired result in (3.28) and complete the proof.
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